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Homecoming
Excitement
Mounts

CONSTRUCTION BEHIND SCHEDULE-Work on the new PAU administration building Is 45 days behind schedule
due to inclement weather.

Retired Teacher To Receive Award
1945 when it was still Edinburg Junlor College. "It
was very interesting to
watch EJC grow from a
very small school with
about 35 on the faculty,"
she remembered. "We
knew each other very well
and were all friends and we
knew all the stuents. It was
nice to watch the students
grow up and have their
fam iiies."
Born in Jourdanton,
Morris came to Pan Texas, the music teacher
A.merlcan in September went to Baylor University

Ruth Morris, who after
35 years of teaching music
and directing the choir at
Pan Am retired last spring,
will be honored by the
PAU Alumni Association
with the Distinguished Faculty Award. The award
will be presented to her at a
noon luncheon to be held
as a part of the PAU
homecoming activities
Feb. 7.

for her bachelor of music
degree, to the Eastman
School of Music in Rochester, N.Y. for her masters
and then did graduate
work at the University of
Texas and the University of
Colorado.

Her first job was teaching music for four years on
an oil lease owned by the
University of Texas. It was
a small isolated oil camp
and she missed being in an
area where she could at-

l\lumna Receives Award
Dr. Guadalupe Quin:anilla, will receive the
)istinguished Alumna
t\ward at the homecoming
,wards luncheon February
7.

Presently, Dr. Quinanilla is assistant provost
or undergraduate affairs at
he University of Houston,
his Is an accomplishment
at beyond a fourth grade

drop-out to do.
She dropped-out of
school in the fourth grade
and moved to a farm with
her grandparents where
she raised chickens and
picked cotton. But she
recalls reading books every
chance she had.
At age 28 she returned
to school because she soon
realized she could not help

Aid Disbursement
Procedure Set
The procedure for the
disbursement of all grants,
loans and scholarships on
Feb. 9 and 10 has been announced by the financial
aid office of Pan American
University.
The checks will be Issued
Feb. 9 from 8 a.m. - 4
p.m. in the UC-lobby to
students whose last names
begin with M-2, and on
Feb. 10 to those whose last
names begin with A-L.
Students enrolled only
for night classes and who
are employed full-time
during the day will be able
to sign the necessary ·
documents and pick up

their checks on Feb. 10
from 5:45 - 6:45 p.m. in
the UC-lobby.
Each student must present a form of identification, either a driver's
license or PAU identification card. Students will not
be able to sign documents
or pick up checks for
others. No exceptions will
be made.
Before
any
disbursements can be
made on the Basic Educational Opportunity Grant
(BEOG), students must
have their Student Eligibility Report (SER) from Iowa
Gity on file in the financial
aid office.

her children with their
studies.
After passing her preliminary test, she was soon
discouraged by a high
school counselor, who told
her that she did not "have
the capacity to learn."
Nevertheless, she was so
determined that she went
ahead and took her General Education Development
examination and passed it
then continued on to college.
She graduated Cum
Laude from PAU in 1969.
Then recE:ived an M.A.
and Ed. D. from the
University of Houston.
She has since become
the highest-ranking woman of Mexican escent in a
university administrative
position in the State of
Texas.
Dr. Quintanilla was
heartbroken to see that
many Chicanos received
below-average grades on
tests simply because they
could not understand the
questions. Since that time,
she had worked on formulating a test for the bilingual
student that does not rely
so heavily on Anglo words
and concepts.

tend concerts and associate with other people in
the field of music.
Mrs. Morris accepted a
position on the Pan Am
faculty because she would
be able to attend concerts
in Edinburg, McAllen and
Harlingen.
The only music teacher
Pan Am had from 194552, she directed the choir
and ensembles for 21 years
and taught music theory,
music appreciation, voice,
piano, music history and
music education.
She also took the choir
on concert tours in the
southwestern part of the
country and all over Mexico. Looking back she said,
"I loved every minute of it,
loved the kids, loved what
I was doing. One of my
proudest moments," she
continued, "was when the
choir received a standing
ovation at a national convention of the Rural Electrification Association in
Dallas in 1958."
Last year Morris was
elected national president
of Mu Phi Epsilon, an international professional
music fraternity. She had
joined the fraternity when
she was a student at Baylor
and was a charter member
of Phi Xi Chapter, serving
as president and treasurer.
At Pan Am she helped
to organize and install
Gamma Delta Chapter and
served as its adviser for the
past eight years. She also
helped form an Edinburg
Area Alumni Chapter of
the fraternity.
Elected as president for
three years, Morris concluded that the new unpaid
job keeps her very busy
with a lot of traveling
around the country. She
will be going to St. Louis to
install a new chapter in
March.

Excitement for the 1981 nion. Also at 2 p.m. the
Pan American Homecom- Fiesta Hidalgo Parade will
ing is just beginning to wind through downtown
mount according to Jerry Edinburg. Ending the first
Baldwin, executive direc- day's activities will be the
tor of the PAU Alumni Class of '55 Reunion with a
Happy Hour and Dinner
Association.
for
$12.50 each in the UC"I am pleased with the
turnout," said Baldwin, as Ballroom.
On Sunday there will be
there are more than 100
reservations for the awards a golf tournament at the
luncheon which officially Edinburg Municipal Golf
kicks off Homecoming this Course. That day a car
Saturday. At the luncheon caravan will assemble at
Mr. R.P. Ward, Mrs. Ruth Edinburg's South Park at
Morris, Mr. L.A. Ramsey 5:30 p.m. to travel from
and Dr. Guadalupe Quin- there to a bonfire and pe.p
tanilla will receive the rally on Sugar Road west
Distinguished Service of the campus.Twenty-five
Award, Distinguished dollars will be awarded to
Faculty Award and the best decorated car.
Festivities will come to a
Distinguished Alumnus
head on the evening of
Awards respectively.
Feb. 9 when the Broncs
In addition, that after- play East Carolina Univernoon the alumni will pre- sity at 7:25 p.m . in the
sent an art exhibit and sale fieldhouse. After the game
from 1-3 p.m. in FB-215. there w!ll be a dance at the
From 2-4 p.m . the Men's snack bar. "We have workand Women's Residence ed very hard , '' said
Halls will have their reu- Baldwin.

Ensemble To Perform
The Music Department
of Pan American University will present the Jazz lnprovisation Ensemble in
concert Feb. 10, at 8 p.m.
in the Fine Arts Recital
Hall. The director is
Wallace E. Tucker.
The ensemble has performed on the PAU campus for the university
Center Program Council at
the "Circle" and at the
Snack Bar for the election
returns party. Off campus,
they have performed at
Jazz Nite for the Starship
nightclub in McAllen.

The members of the
ensemble are Ruben
Adame, trumpet; Robert
Cantu, tenor sax; Thomas
Deleon, drums; Bobby
Garza, trumpet; Vidal
Flores, alto sax; Ruth
Tagle, piano; and Wallace
Tucker, bass. The performers are members of a
class at the Music Department that studies technics
of Jazz improvisation and
the different styles of music
that are labeled jazz.
This program will be
selected from the tunes
studied last semester.

NEW ADMINISTRATION BUILDING--Construction is
underway on the new three story administration building.
Construction crews have had limited work days due to bad
weather.

Interview Seminar

Summer Financial Aid

Pan American Universi- vances. and interviewing
ty's school of business ad- for improving I employee
ministration is sponsoring a behavior. Seminar parfour-week seminar entitled ticipants will a/so practice
i ntlerviewi ng
"Interviewing" starting basic
Feb. 17.
dynamics. lchniques,
The class, which is a part and role play! g.
Dr. Munne e received
of the Management Development series, will meet his B.A. from oe College
from 7 to 9 p.m. each in economics1 his M .A. In
Tuesday in room 211 of finance and pis Ph.D. in
the business administration managemen~ and industrial relation both from
building.
niversity of
The class will be taught the State
by two PAU school of Iowa. Bartle received his
business faculty members, B.S. in education from the
Dr. Leslie E. Munneke , University of Illinois and his
professor of management, M .A . from the University
and Douglas Bartley. of Pittsburgh in personnel
associate professor of management. Both instructors have extensive
management.
teaching and work-related
The program is designed experience in the area of
to accommodate all levels personnel management
of management concern- and are knowle5eable in
ing their improvement of the subject conte t.
A fee of $40 p person
their interviewing skills,
and is designed to be will be charged, nd the
helpful to those who are in- class size is limite to 25
volved in hiring, promo- persons. Certificates of
tion, and transfer proves of achievement with continuing education units will be
the company.
Topics of discussion will awarded to participants
include: intervewing for who successfully complete
the selection process (con- the seminar.
For further Information
forming with Equal Employment Opportunity or registration, interested
Commission procedures), persons may call the diviinterviewing for employee sion of community proappraisal. interviewing for grams at the PAU school of
handling employee grie- business administrating.

The Financial Aid Office Is now accepting summer
financial aid applications. Any student now receiving
need based aid and planning to attend summer sessions In 1981 , need only come In to the Financial Aid
Office andfi/1 In a form with your name, Social Security Number and Indicate aid desired. Nothing else ls
needed.
The deadline for summer financial aid applications
Is March 1.

lnternshipsAvailable
Summer internships in
the federal government are
available according to
Suzanne Solis, career
developer at career planning, placement, testing and
cooperative education.
The internships available
are with the U.S. Department of Labor in
Washington D.C., U.S.
Department of the Army at
Ft. Hood, Texas and at
Church Fall, VA. Also at
the National Institute of
Health -NCI Bethesda,
Maryland and the Depart-

Three Junior a nd/ or
Senior tutor-aides are
needed to assist in tutoring
high school freshmen
students in English, math
and biology enrichment
courses offered by the
Biomedical Sciences Program . Tutor-aides will also
assist in the supervision of
fieldwork placements in
clinic and/or hospital settings in Edinburg, McAllen
and Mission.
Applications can be obtained at program office:

- El-of- Mission replied that
valved with the minorities or

.,

'.
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ment of the Interior, U.S.
Fish and Wildldife Service
in Washington D.C .
Students who will be
juniors, seniors, or
graduate students by June
1 and majoring in business,
government, sociology,
social work, psychology,
anthropology, public administration, biology or
chemistry , have a high
grade point average, are
U.S. citizens or a legal resident and Interested in internship should contact
Solis at UC-111.

Pan American University,
Biomedical Sciences Program, Office Bldg. D. Rm .
6, and must be submitted
by Feb. 4 .
This program is scheduled to begin March 7, 1981.
All tutoring classes will be
held at PAU on Saturdays
only form 2-4 p .m. Hours
for field and placement
supervision will be determined at a later date.
This is a 20-30 hrs. a
month position.

Student Teaching
Applications A vaua·bte

-

DONIECE SANDOVAL of Edinburg said "From §
what I have heard, she implemented many new s
programs in Raymondville that made some in- §
dividuals angry It seemed like a power struggle bet- §
ween Gov Clements and Senator Truan''
~

ii1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111ni

Applications are new being accepted for Fall, 1981
student teaching. These application forms may be
picked up In EB-116. The deadline for receiving applications is March 2, 1981.
Along with the application, each applicant must
have up-to-date unofficial transcript and a copy of
their degree plan. In addition, each prospective student teacher must have completed the following requirements:
At least 90 semester hours of college work completed; at least three1ourths of the semester hours required for the major with a minimum G.P.A. of 2.25;
at least one-half of the semester hours required for the
minor with a minimum G.P.A. of 2.25; all general
education courses completed; English 1301 and 1302
completed wit#> at least a "C" in each course; and additional requirements as specified by the department
of a students major field

Interview List
JANUARY
27 State Purchasing &
General Services Commission.
28 Goodyear Tire & Rub•
ber
Co
28 Harlingen I.S.D.

Computer Science

Bus. Admin. Retail Sales
Mgmt. Trainees
Elem.. Spec. Ed . AllLevel. Secondary.
Insurance Bus. Admin Management
Trainees

29 State Farm
Companies
FEBRUARY
3 North East I.S D. (San
Antol"io)
4 San Antonio Youth for
Christ
4 Internal Revenue Ser·
vice
5 Eastman Kodak Co
5

5&6
6
9

9&10
10
10

10&11
11
11

12
12&13
16

Elem . Blling.. Spec
Ed . Secondary.
All majors-especially Social Sciences
IRS Agent; Accounting.

All majors-Sales Repre•
sentatives
BBA Accounting: EconoGulf Oil Corporation
mics, Finance . Mgmt
Robins Air Force Base Business Admln also
MBA.
(Georgia)
Business · Management,
Foley's
Merchandising.
Minnesota Migrant Health Nurses, Blling Social
Workers, Intake Worker
Service
ACTION / Peace Corps/ All majors.
VISTA
Army & Air Force Ex- Business, Accounting,
Marketing. Economics.
change Service
Business • Oat.a ProcessBrown & Root, Inc
ing.
Computer Information
Texas Instruments, Inc.
Systems.
Internal Revenue Service Special Agent: Accounting
Lib. Arts, Bus.. Mktg .
TIME, Inc
Mgmt., Acctg., Finance
Chemistry.
Dow Chemical Co.
Calhoun County I.S.D. Elem., Spec. Ed .. Secondary.
(Port Lavaca)
Elem.. Blling., Spec. Ed..
Amarillo I.S.D.
Sec : All areas.

Activities Calendar
FEB. 5
10:25-11:25 BSU 307
10:30-11 :30VET'S 306
10:30-11:30 ISA 307A
2:30-4:15 HEP 306, 306A
10:25-11:35 UMCM Chapel
10:25-11:25 UFWSSC LA 110
10:25-11:25 PAUSA 306A
FEB.6
11:45-12:30 BSU BSUC
6:30-10:00 BSU BSUC
FEB. 8
6:30-9:00 APO 305
5:30-7:00 APO 306
4:30-6:30 PKT 306A
4:30-6:30 PKT PledAee 307

5:30-7:30 K Sig 305A
6:00-10:00 KD'S 307A

FEB. 9

11 :45-12:30 BSU BSUC
11 :45-12:30 BSU 307
5:30-9:30 DZ'• 306, 306A
5:30-7:00 PKT Lit SI• 305,
305A
FEB. 10

10:25-11:35 LAE LA 125
10:25-11 :35 Pre-med, Biomed SB 118

FEB. 11
7:00-10:00 IVCF LRC 107
11:00-1:00 BSU BSUC
6:00-9:30 IK 305, 305A
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CAR POOL INCENTIVE

'The Mirror Crack'd'
-Movie Review
By Victor J. Garcia
Not since "Death on the
Nile" and before that
"Murder on the Orient Express," has a motion picture provided a murder
mystery for the public to
exercise their "little grey
cells" than in the very
English whodunit: Agatha
Christie's "The Mirror
Crack'd."
In the latest of films based on Agatha Christie best
selling and classic murder
mysteries, stars like Rock
Hudson, Elizabeth Taylor,
Kim Novak and Tony Curtis bring life to the 1962
novel.
However it is Angela
Lansbury who brings life to
Miss Jane Marple, the old
spinster with the china blue
eyes and a fragile physique
who provides the solution
to the Gossington Hall
murder when Scotland
Yard fails.
Unlike the Miss Jane
Marple motion pictures
produced in the late 1950s
and early 60s with Dame
Margaret Rutherford in the
title role, Lansbury portrays Agatha Christie's
amateur sleuth as an aunt .
everyone would like to
have; an aunt that studies
human nature in the quiet
village of St. Mary Mead,
while knitting in her
favorite armchair.
It is true that the film
seems to stretch for more
than its two hour run, but it
Is actually working like Miss
Marple's ball of wool; slowly unraveling the clues
along with the red herrings.
The slow pace of the film
also creates the quiet, low
keyed, take-it-easy atmosphere of the post war
English village.
One point that I did not
like in the flick was the actors portraying actors in the
picture
while
simultaneously acting innocent to confuse Scotland
Yard Inspector Dermont

Craddock, Miss Marple's
nephew. This prohibited
the audience to distinguish
between the actors actually
being the characters or
from the characters being
themselves.
Overall, "The Mirror
Crack'd is good evening
entertainment. But beware
of the red herrings and be
sharp of the clues in practically every scene (all the
information for the solution
to the murder is in the
scene in which Rock Hudson boards his roadster).
If one would like to get
further acquainted with
Miss Jane Marple, I would
suggest starting with "A
Caribbean
Mystery"
and/or "A Murder is Announced," both by Agatha
Christie.

_,

This is a special project the Student Association is conducting to combat the high cost of gasoline a'rid
it's impact on our pockets. Carpools with three (3) students or more will ~ granted their own parking
space. An i~centive, these spaces will be at preferrable locations on campus and will be yours un1il
10:30 a.m., each morning.
Return the lower portion of this form to one of the following places:
Room 314 University C,enter
Traffic and Security Office
L.R.C. Information Center
Univ~rsity Center Cafeteria Lobby
Please designate your preferred parking lot above. You will be contacted soon r.egai:ding the location.

Student Association
1981 Car Pool Pre-Registration Form ~orrn

MAHE

PHONE NUMBER

SQC...IAt !ECURrTY HO.

ADDRESS

l•

2.

s.
6.
Pl•••• check preferred parking lot:
North L.A.

University Center

West L..A.

,

-----

fine

A.rts

GET
FRESH START
ON LUNCH.

GUADALAJARA
SUMMER
SCHOOL
University of Arizona offers
more than 40 courses: anthropology, art, bilingual education, folk music and folk
dance, history, political science, sociology, Spanish language and literature and intensiveSpanish. Six-week session. June 29-August 7,
1981. Fully accredited graduate and undergraduate program. Tuition $330. Room
and board in Mexican home,
$340.
EEO/AA

Write
Guadalajara
Summer School
Robert L. Nugent Bldg. 205
University of Arizona

You don·r have ro settle for a lunch
rhac·s cooked and waiting.
Cut our rhis coupon and come ro
Whataburger• because we·re waiting to
start cooking just for you. For lunc'h, or
dinne, or whenever you want a fresh,
juicy Whataburger, some hor, crispy

french fries, and a frosty cold drink.
So come on in ro Wharaburger and
let's get scarred. And if"you·u bring along
this coupon, we·u start something for
you free!
We"ll be waiting. Bue don·r worry, we
won·r scare wirhouc you.

WHATABURGffl
------------------------------------,

'

.,.

Free French Fries

One free small order of french fries with this coupon.
Pleaff preaent coupon to cashier when ordering. Limit one coupon per cuatomer.

COUPON REDEEMABLE AT WHATABURGER NUMBER 60, EDINBURG

OFFER EXPIRES FEB. 11, 1981

WHATABURGER
~---------~~----------~---~----------------------------------~
Tucson 85721

(602) 626-4729

~bulldabi~rbdlnba111er.

''
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Scholarships Available

-f

An opportunity for study
abroad in 1981-83 is available from the Rotary Foundation of Rotary International to men and women
interested in world affairs
and who are able to fulfill a
dual role of student and
"ambassador of goodwill."
Graduate, undergraduate,
vocational, journalism and
teachers of the handicapped scholarships offer
qualified students better
understanding of others in
their host countries while
pursuing their own career
interests.
A scholarship covers
round-trip transportation,
educational, living and
miscellaneous related expenses for one academic

year, plus, in certain cases, The student must demona period of intensive lang- strate personal qualities of
uage training in the study leadership, initiative, encountry prior to the com- thusiasm, adaptability ,
mencement of the regular maturity and seriousness of
academic year. Scholar- purpose.
ships are made for study in
Suzanne Solis, career
most any field and are as- development coordinator
signed for study in coun- for Co-op, said that aptries in which there are plication forms may be obRotary clubs.
tained from the Rotary
Qualifications for a Club in your home town.
Rotary Foundation educational award are that applicants not be a Rotarian
or a relative or dependent
of a Rotarian by blood or
marriage. Must be both an
outstanding student, vocational practitioner, journalist or teacher and a
potential "ambassador of
good will' of high quality.
OUTSTANDING STUDENT--Rogelio Saenz, right, sociology major at Pan
American University, receives a $100 check as outstanding student In the
behavioral sciences department from Or. Harold A. Nelson, head of the
department. Saenz, the son of Mr. and Mrs. Baldemar Saenz of Mercedes, is
active in the Social Work Club and plans to graduate from PAU in May. The
Outstanding Student Scholarship Fund was established by an anonymous
donor who gave $1,000 to the department of behavioral sciences for 10 $100
scholarships for students of high scholastic achievement, junior or senior
level, who are full-time majors in sociology or psychology. (PAU photo)

FREE
Pregnancy Test
CONFIDENTIAL COUNSELiNG
TERMINATION OF PREGNANCY
BIRTH CONTROL INFORMATION
ALL CALLS CONFIDENTIAL

Treasure Hills Womens'
Center

428'- 6242

ON CAMPUS MON. & TUES.
INFORMATION BOOTH: UNIVERSITY CENTER

FUN AND GAMES For All Persons Eighteen

(18) Years Old And Over.

FUN AND GAMES
• Pool Tables
• Electronic Games
• Video Machines
• Pin Ball
• Dancing
• Wine & Spirits

..

HOURS OF OPERATION
Monday thru Saturday
4 P.M. to 2 A.M.

New Wave Music ·
Featuring Live Entertainment
By the "Steroids"
THE DICK FROM AUSTIN
If you like punk rock or new wave we've got it

8 P.M. to 2 A.M.

"HAPPV HOUR"
Monday thru Friday
4 P.M. to 8 P.M.
Drinks At Discounted
Prices
SPACE DEMANDS
FOR THIS EXPANSION
Require the Restaurant
Operation Be Discontinued
For Noon & Evening
Service

THE PAN AMERICAN
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Enrollment Figures Down
The spring enrollment figure for the Edinburg campus and Brownsville campus stands at 9240.
In the spring semester of last year the enrollment
figure was at 9334.
"This shows a 3 percent drop in enrollment " said
David Zuniga, PAV registrar, "But with late registration presently underway, the enrollment will be at less
than 1 percent

PREGNANCY COUNSEUNG
Pregnant? Uncertain? Confused?
Need someone to talk to?

call

CATHOLIC CHA1UTIES
787•0033 ext. 263
Hidalgo County

399•32S6
Cameron County

Bronc Bulletins

J

Graduation Deadlines Set
Application for graduation deadlines for those who
will be graduated with a bachelor's degree or master's
degree have been set.
The application deadline Is Feb.13, for those who
will receive a bachelor's degree In August 1981.
December 1981 graduates'deadllne Is April 29, 1981,
and May 1982, graduates' deadline Is Oct. 5,1981.
The application deadline Is April 10, 1981Jor those
who will receive a master's degree in August 1981.
December 1981 graduates' deadline Is June 15, 1981,
and May, 1982, graduates deadline Is Oct. 5, 1981.
David Zuniga, registrar, urges prospective
gradl.lates to come by the Registrar's office for
assistance or clarification.

'll 10 N. 10th St.
McAllen. Texas
Kllnks Shopping Center

FREE
Bass Sunjuns
One pair of bass sunjuns will be given away
each Saturday during February.
Come In and register each week - Drawing
will be at 5:00 p.m. Saturdays - Do not be
present to win.

@SUNJUNS®

~~~~~~--------~~-~-

°'""'•
AD sruarn ... ~~--

Accounting Society Officers
The election of a vice-president, secretary and
parliamentarian was conducted by the PAV Accounting Society on Jan. 27 at a spec/a/ meeting.
Georgia Lo/di, Terry Rodriguez and Gina Garcia
were elected respectively for the spring semester along
with David Calvillo-president and David de la Fuentetreasurer.
The Accounting Society wlll work toward Its objec·
tives on behalf of those students who are primarily In·
terested In account'ng.

PAUSA Organizes Car Pool
The Student Association Is Implementing a car pool
project for students Interested in combatting the high
cost of gasoline and It's Impact on our pockets.
Car pools with three students or more wlll be
granted their own parking space. As an Incentive,
these spaces will be at preferrable locations on campus and will be reserved until 10:30 each momIng.
The charge will be $4 per car pool. The deadline to
apply Is Feb. 13.
Applications are available at the Traffic and Security Office, UC-314, the L.R.C. Information Cen~r. the
Snack Bar and the B.A. Auditorium.

AKPsi Schedules Pledge
Meeting

/K's To Sponsor Smoker

Alpha Kappa Psi, professional business fraternity,
held Its spring rush meeting for all second semester
business majors Interested In pledging yesterday.
Students who were unable to attend the rush
meeting may attend the first pledge meeting today In
BA-116 during activity period.

..Sharon"

/'

(
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A spring semester lntercolleigate Knight smoker
will be held Sunday at 7 p. m. In BA-110. The smoker
wlll consist of a brief history on the /K's and Little
Sister Program with a slide presentation.
Rtefreshments will be served.

LILY TOMLIN IN AN ,EPIC COMEDY.

,

(GIVE OR TAKE AN INCH)
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Ad Studio ONE

631-1371

1203 1/2 Erle• .McAllen
(directly South of the downtown -Post Office.)

Latest Releases • Greatest Hits • Posters
Accessories • Blank Tapes • Car Stereos
• Installations
Buy Your Favorite Music At Discount Prices.

THE

INCREDIBLE.
®
RECORDS & TAPES

2S4~W. PECAN BLVD.
( 2 BLKS. W OF 23 RD. & PECAN l
LA. PALMA SHOPPING CENTER McAll.EN

MON . ·SAT.
11:00 · 6:00
CLOSED SUNDAYS

SHRINKING
WOMAN

---.
'-

llLY TOMLIN · CHARLES GRODlN · NED BEATTY · A LIJA Production
"THE INCREDIBLE SHRINKING WOMAN''
Written by JANE WAGNER · Music by SUZANNE CIANI · Produced by HANK MOONJEAN
Executive Produc.er JANE WAGNER · Directed by JOEL SCHUMACHER · A UNIVERSAL PICTURE
Read the JOVE Book · Copyright © 1980 by Universal City Studios. Inc. PG PAIIMAI.GUIDANCUI.IGCESTED <O
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NOW PLAYING AT A THEATRE NEAR YOU
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Pan Am Broncs In National Limelight
The Broncs basketball
team might not have the
respect from pollsters nor
have they been invited to
post-season tournaments
but they sure haven't been
ignored by the rest of the
nation.

ward Curtis Glasper made
the shots when they
counted."
"Pan Am slam barns
I. U." in Indianapolis Star
special the lead read,
"Honolulu- Pan American,
unknown outside of Edinburg, Texas, when the
17th Rainbow Classic
Back in December 19, began Saturday night,
19-80 in The El Paso completed an impressive
Times, the caption read, introduction to the big time
"NMSU homecourt string by beating Indiana in the
ends at 21 straight 77-73." tournament's third place
Julio Lujan, Times staff game Tuesday night 66writer, decribed that night's 60. . .There was nothing
games; "the visiting Broncs flukey about the Pan
were only down for a short American victory." The arspan, before overtaking ticle went on to mention,
New Mexico State 77-73 "the Broncs took the ball
here Thursday night before inside to overpower Inonly 6,017 spectators." He diana. They had a 32-33
added, "Pan American rebound edge, and they
fought back as 6-9 Ken- got 41 points from the
neth Green, little guard leaders of their inside
. Rueben Cole and 6-6 for- corps, 6-9 Kenneth {Apple) Green with 21 and
husky 6-6 Curtis Glasper
with 20.
In the January 14, 1981
Issue of the San Antonio
Express, Clifford Broyles,
Express staff writer sums
up the Broncs past seasons, "over the past eight
seasons the Pan American
"This looks like the Unive,.sity Broncs have
strongest field that has ever won 136 basketball games,
gone to Monterrey," said lost only 55 and have been
Head Golf Coach Oton bypassed in the postGuerrero Jr. of the ninth season tournaments like
annual Pan American the bubonic plague."
"Pan American is hot,
University International lntercolleg i ate Invitational thanks to NIACC's Cole."
Golf Tournament which Cole's 25 points helped
kicks off today in Pan American hand Wichita State its first loss; then
Monterry, Mexico.

Pan Am
Golfers In
Mexico

Considering that Ben
Crenshaw of the Texas
Longhorns set a competitive record of 64 on the
Club Campestre course
when Guerrero first
originated the event in
1973, and is now a professional player, Guerrero's
observation is significant.
Powerful Oklahoma
State University and its star
Bob Tway, who captured
team and individual
honors last year will be
returning as the defending
champions. Brigham
Young of Utah, a three
time winner in the tournament, and the University of
Texas which has won twice
also will be competing.
In 1980,Tway fired a 15
under par 201 to capture
Individual medalist honors
and
also
sparked
Oklahoma State to becoming the No. 1 NCAA golf
team In the United States
after Its victory in the PAU
tournament.

the Broncs beat Marquette added, "The Broncs took
and Indiana" read the out their frustrations on the
headline and caption in the Privateers, giving the
Des Moines Register.
home team a 66-56
In the same article Bill thrashing and holding the
White was quoted as say- Bucs to an all time low
ing, "I'd sure like to have score in the lakefront
our team recognized na- gym."
tionally," he went on to
"We missed a golden
say, "Last year, we beat opportunity," UNO Coach
quite a few teams that went Don Smith said, "They
to post-season tourna- played without their best
ments."
player (Kenneth Green)
In the January 15, and we won't get that
1981, Beaumont Journal chance to play them
the sports page headline without him next time."
read, "Pan Am scalp hunPan Americans luck on
ting." Joe Helling, sports receiving national recognieditor, opens by stating, tion well phrased by Ron
"Pan American has hung Maly, Des Moines Regisup some big wigs in its ter, "Considering Pan
trophy case this season."
Americans luck maybe the
"Pan American is like trustees should consider a
playing Arizona, those name change for the
kind of people," said school."
Lamar University Coach
Pat Foster. "They've (
beaten some better people
than we have. We're not
afraid of them, not worried
about our winning streak.
We're just going to get after
them. That's my attitude
and that's the attitude of
our players. It's going to be
a challenge for us and our
players know it."
The headline in The
Times-Picayune Sunday's
sports page stated, "Pan
Am thrashes Privateers."
Jimmy Smith, staff writer,
c_o mmented, "The University of New Orleans reached a new low Saturday
night in the Chamber of
Horrors, thanks to Pan
American University." He

l
The
Pan American
Broncs
Face
East Carolina
University
February 9
at

"How about Rodney
Dangerfield University?"
(No respect)
This has been THE year
for the Broncs national exposure; from newspaper
stories in Iowa to several
minute discussion on a national broadcasted college
game which was not aired
in the Rio Grande Valley.
Next week, "The Pan
American" will continue
reviewing the year of national exposure for the Pan
American University
Broncs.

STUDY ON LATIN AMERICA
Witness Season
First Presbyterian Church

300 West Cano, Edg.
Freire method of work in Latin America
February 8,

KURV 710/ Ar.t

6:00P.M.

Sunday 9 to 9:30 A.M

L1:25 v.m. J

?a&,c,,c'4
HAJRSTYLING
phone for an appo_intment

383-9012
520 E. UNIVERSITY
EDINBURG

Every Friday Nite

WE'RE ON
OUR WAY.

Pam Arn Nite
Disco Entertain01ent

You can be. too. By 101ning Peace Corps or VISTA. In a

Pan American's five e n- few days. our recruiters will be on campus to tell you
tries are Tim Marchese, about volunteer opportunities 1n thousands of commuJohn Garcia, Jason nities here at home and 1n over 60 developing nations of
Ryden, Barry Terrell and
Albert Pullen. They will the Third World. If you want to build your future . and
face awesome competition that of others. look for our recruitment team soon. Its a
in the 24 team field over good way to make a world of difference to those who
need it. Peace Corps and. VISTA
54 holes.
The 19 U.S. universities
include Arizona State,
Centenary, Lamar, New
Mexico State, Florida
State, Georgia Southern
and Southern California
and five teams from Mexico.

Show your Pan Am ID Card
and pay only $1 cover charge

ON CAMPUS NEXT WEEK - MONDAY & TUESDAY SENIORS/GRADS: Sing up NOW for Interviews at Placement Office, room 116 University Center INFO BOTH: UNIVERSITY
CENTER
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Intramural Volleyball Schedule
February 5, 1981
Camp vs. Schmoffies
Gonnies vs. Camp
Schmoofies vs. Wiennies
Hustlers vs. Camp
Camp II vs. HEP
Camp II vs. HEP

Court
Court
Court
Court
Court
Court

No. 1
No. 2
No. 1
no. 2
No. 1
No. 2

6 p.m.
6 p.m.
6:30 p.m.
6:30 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
7:30 p.m.

Court number 1 is on the Southwest side of the gym
while Court number 2 is on the Southeast side.
LAST HOMER FRIDAY-The Lady Broncs, seen here
playing against Rice University a
earlier this year will play their
last home game tomorrow at the
PAU Field House at 5 p.m.

Lady Broncs Play
Last Homer
AUTO CENTER
l)<ln Daily 9·9:

Closed Sunday'

_

THEIININOA..Ace

The Pan American
University Lady Broncs
face the No. 6 ranked
basketball team in the
Southern Region of the
Texas women's collegiate
standings in the PAU Field
House Friday at 5 p .m.
Texas
Lutheran
College's strong basketball
team will try to repeat an
earlier victory over the
Lady Broncs. In their last
competition TLC downed
Pan Am 68-55 in Seguin
last Nov. 18.
The Lady Broncs will
face TLC with a 5-10
record while TLC owns a
10-5 record.

Presbyterian Child
Care Center

Quality Child care and
Early childhood education. 0 thru 5 years.
7:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.
Monday thru Friday
383-8939.

Pan Am will be closing
out its home schedule with
Friday's contest. The Lady
Broncs will end their
schedule at Wharton
Junior College Feb. 13.

.,,
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LUBE OIL AND FILTER SPEICAL

•
•
•
•
•

Your Choice of K-Mart Brand or Major Brand Oil
1- K-Mart Brand Oil Filter
FOR ONLY $8.88
Complete Chais Lubrication
2802 S. HWY. 281
Brake Fluid if needed
Any Additional Services Extra
381-5284

• Jewelry
and Watch
Repairs

• Gift
Wrapping
• Engraving

OFFER EXPIRES FEB. 22, 1981

Game Room Now OPEN

Game Room Now OPEN

Game Room Now OPEN

Game Room Now OPEN

Game Room Now OPEN

Game Room Now OPEN

Economy Drive In Is Supporting the
Broncs Stronger Than Ever!

~-----------------~-------~-~-,
With this coupon at the Sugar Road
I

WHITE FLOUR

PATOS

February Special
Beef Ouisado
2 Enchiladas
Spanish Rice
Rancho Beans
2 Tortillas
for only $2.49

I
I
I
I
I

1
1

I

and Texas 107 Store Only, you will
receive a mixed box containing 2
pcs. of chicken, roll and fry . . . . . . .
OFFER EXPIRES FEB. 18, 1981

:

99•

•·

Across from Pan Am
Eat at El Pata
VAi.LEY WIDE
2 locahons/McA!len, Mission
Harlin en & Brownsville

1
1

I

L~----------------------------J

Economy Drive In
Sugar Road at Texas 107

For faster service
call in order

383-0725

1

Our Name Says It All!
Open 7 days a week

•• •
THE PAN AMERICAN

Jock

snaps over
Valentine

gift.
Dear Aon:
Athletically I'm an AllAmerican. Romantically
I'm a nerd. I'm in love
with a fox. But the competition is rough. What'll l
give her for Valentine's Day?
Nervously Yours,
Chicken Hunk

--

Dear Chicken:
Don't punt. Send her
flowers. It's probably the
best play you ever made.
And the easiest. Just go to
your nearest ITO Florist.
He has the perfect
Valentine gift. A beautiful
bouquet that comes in a
special bud vase. Even
beuer, you can afford it.
Remember, when in
doubt, rely on the magic of
flowers. It's the only way a
chicken can catch a fox.
Good hunting.
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Students May Student Teach In Austin
Pan American University and the Austin Independent School District have
again arranged for a PAU
student teaching program
in Austin during the fall
semester 1981.
Students will enroll at
PAU and live in Austin
while fulfilling their
directed field experience
requirements. In order to
help defray expenses, the
PAU student teachers w111
serve as one-half time
teacher aides for $225 per
month.

Dr. Nolan Wood, director of student teaching at
Pan Am, said the Austin
I.S.D. Office of Staff
Development and Student
Teaching will supervise the
student teachers in conjunction with PAU. The
Austin I.S.D. personnel

will help the students
secure housing and orientation to the City of Austin.
Interested students
should contact Dr. Wood
in EB-116 or call
381-3407 by April 6. Interviews will be set up at that
time.

ur

Sunshiner"'Bouquet!
Send some
instant
sunshine.

Helping you say it r'ight

Fall And Spring Financial Aid
Applications for the fall and spring of 1981-82 will
be available at the Flannclal Aid OJfice beginning Feb.
16. Anyone wlshlngflnanclal assistance may apply for
supplemental grants, loans work-study by completing
this application.
The deadline for these applications l.s June 1.

vfllen Ji4,,I
6ff Billy Inc.
1320 N. CLOSNER
EDINBURG ,
TEXAS
FTD,
TELEFORA,

PH. A.C. (512) 383·6822

Get'a headstart
·5fesponsibility
tewardasa
cobar·
•

1neer
•

·<"1, ' .:~

•

.
.

'

.'

-~ .

Helping you say it right.
The FTD Valenttne Bud Vase IS
usually available for less than
$10 00 As an independent
businessman. each FTD Florist
sets his own prices. Service
charges and dehvery may be
add,honal c1981 Florists
Transworld Delivery

422 1/2 E. University
Edinburg

383.903;

JEEPS , CARS,
TRUCKS available
4
through government agencies,
many sell for under
$200. 00. Call
602-941-8014 Ext
.. No. 502 for your
directory on how
to purchase.

·.i.-•c-'<..-

◄

N HWY. 281

785:!9
AFS
383-8611

Sales engineering is not a 9-5
job and never will be. There will be
many long hours spent on the job.
It requires going to the rig at all
hours of the day or night, whenever a problem arises. You will
face problems that require sound.
mature judgment and tough
decision-making capabilities.
In the oilfield. you will be known
as a MUD ENGINEER. You win
make daily well site analysis of drilling fluids, interpret well conditions
and complications. and recommend appropriate action.
The decision to become a
sales engineer should not be
taken lightly. The years spent with
Magcobar can be extremely
rewarding. Those who are willing
to invest the time find more than
a job. They discover a satisfying
career with a great future in account representation, technical
services, distribution, sales
engineering, or in a wide range
of positions with other Dresser
divisions. Many of Magcobar's
upper level management personnel began their careers as
engineers working in the field.
Dresser is one of the world's
leading and most diversified
suppliers of products. services
and technology to the energy
industry. If you are a mature,
independent-minded individual
with at least two years of college
and direct oilfield work experience,
or a four year science related
degree, Magcobar is interested
in you.
Magcobar offers a challenging
career in the petroleum industry
with excellent salary. benefits,
training and advancement opportunities
If this type of opportunity is
of interest to you. look for the
Magcobar representative visiting
your campus

February 19, 1981

601 Jefferson
P.O. Box 6504
Houston, Texas 77005

J

..
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Career Day Approaches
0

Approximately 95 companies have agreed to participate in PAU's Career
Day according to Romulo
Martinez, director of career
placement, testing, and
cooperative education.
Career Day wlll be on
Thursday March 5 from 9
a.m. - 3 p.m.
"The main purpose of
career day is to expose and
to inform students what
careers exist in thelr particular major," said Martinez. The companies
which have confirmed their
acceptance are American
G.l. Forum, Exxon Co.,
American
Graduate
School of International
Management, Farmers Insurance Group, Anderson
Clayton Foods, F.B.I.,
Alvin I.S.O., Federal Aviation Administration of
McAllen and of Fort
Worth.
Also Bell Telephone
Laboratories, Brownsville
I.S.D., Carrollton-Farmers
Branch I.S.D., First National
Bank-Dallas ,
Chicano Health Policy
Oevelopment,Inc., Fort
Bend I.S.D., Commercial
Union Insurance Company, Freer I.S.O., Corpus
Christi National Bank,
Frito-Lay Inc., Dallas
I.S.O., Garland 1.S.O.,
Dallas Police Department,
General Telephone Company of the Southwest-League City, Dallas/Fort
Worth Airport, Deer Park

I.S.D. and G eneral I.S .0.-Houston , Texas
Telephone Company of Employment Commission
the
Southwest--San W.I.N. Office, Peat, MarAngelo.
wick, Mitchell & Co.
Also Defense Contract CPA's, Texas Department
Audit Agency Atlanta of H ealth, Pharr-San
Region, Giddings State Juan-Alamo l.S.O., Texas
Home and School, Dia- Department of Human
mond Shamrock, Goose R esou rces='Edi nburg,
Creek C.I.S.D., Edcouch- Reliable Life Insurance
Elsa I.S.D., Gulf Oil Cor- Co., Rio Grande City
poration ,
Edinburg C.I.S.O., Texas DepartC.I.S.O. , Harlingen ment of Public Safety.
C.l.S.D., Edna 1.S.O.,
Also the Rio Grande
Houston Police DepartCouncil--Boy
Scouts of
ment, Ethicon Inc., Internal Hevenue Service, Kraft America, Texas In lnc.-Reta!I, Shell Oil Com- struments, San Antonio
pany, Los Angeles Unified I.S.D., Texas Merit System
School District, Southern Council, Sears, Roebuck
Methodist University & Co., Texas Parks &
Sch~ol
of
Law , Wildlife Oeparment, Texas
Lockheed/EMSCO, Rehabilitation CommisSocial Security Administra- sion.
tion, Long, Chilton, Payte
The Tropical Texas
~ Hardin'" CPA's, State
C-,mptroller of Public Center for MH/ MR, U.S.
Acc01..1nts--Austln, McAllen Air Force, U .S. Army
I.S.D ., McAllen State Recruiting, U.S . Army
Bank, State Comptroller of Reserve, U.S. Border
Public Accounts--McAllen. Patrol, U.S. Fish & Wildlife
Service Office for Equal
MaryKnoll Fathers-- Opportunity, U.S. DepartCatholic Foreign Mission ment of Agriculture-Office
Society of America Inc., of Inspector General-•
Superior Oil Company, Investigations,
S.
Merck, Sharp & Oohme Department of JusticeCPA's, Temple I.S.D., Drug Enforcement AdMilwaukee Public Schools, ministration, U.S. DepartTexas A&M University ment of Labor Bureau of
Graduate College, Mobil Labor Statistics, U.S.
Oil Corporation, Texas Ar- Treasury Department-my National Guard, Na- Bureau of Alcohol, Tobactional Park Service-Padre co & Firearms, U.S.
Island National Seashore, General Accounting OfTexas Employment Com- fice, U.S. Navy Recruiting
m lssion, North Forest Station, University of
Texas at Austin-School of
Business, Victoria J.S.O.,
Windham School SystemTexas Department of Corrections and the Zale Cor✓
poration.

. .,u.

At career day, students
need to discuss with their
respective representatives
steps they need to take to
become marketable for
future jobs.

Homecoming Dance-Students celebrated the PAU Bronc victory over East
Carolina Monday night at the PAU victory dance sponsored by UCPC.

'Loye Carefully Day' Named
Teenage pregnancy
continues to be a problem
in the country, the state,
and even in our own county. Last year in Hidalgo
County, there were more
than 1,000 babies born to
young women between the
ages of 15-19. Eighty percent of these pregnancies
were not planned and the
lives of these new parents
will change in ways that
most had not foreseen .
In view of the high incidence of unplanned
teenage pregnancy each
year in the U ,S.A., Planned Parenthood Federation
of America along with
other groups concerned
about the effects of these
pregnancies on the stability
of the family, annually proclaim Valentine's Day as

Love Carefully Day.
The purpose of Love
Carefully Day is to educate
the public on the causes
and consequences of early
childbearing. The concept
of loving carefully, does
not only suggest loving
with care and with contraception, but also loving
responsibly
and
unselfishly, which might
mean abstinence for those
who are not prepared to
cope with the emotional,
moral and physical responsibilities of youthful sexual
activity.
Planned Parenthood of
Hidalgo County consequently chooses to give
this update on the teenage
pregnancy issue. Each
year one out of 10 U.S.
teenage girls becomes

pregnant, that is about one
million annually.

Staff C0tnpIetes Yearh 00k
After long nights of hard
work the El Bronco yearbook staff met their last
deadline Feb. 1. "It took a
lot of hard work from the

staff which included Anna
Martinez, Sandra Barbosa,
Rosie Gonzalez, Carol
Prukop, Teri Rivas,
volunteers, Gabriela San-

Migrant Students Meet

In The Spotllght--Jeanle Sharboneau, Bronco
Queen first runner-up, and Noemi Gonzalez, Bronco Queen appeared during halftime at the PAU vs
East Carolina game Monday night.

Approximately 500 high CAMP. There will then be
school migrant seniors will a panel discussion given by
be converging on the Pan CAMP studnets with the
American campus in the topic "Respons1bllities Of
next four weeks according College Students."
to Andy Medina, recruiter
There will then be a tour
and follow-up specialist for ·of the campus followed by
the College Assistance lunch in the cafeteria cosMigrant Program, CAMP. ing $2.30 per person with
The migrant students are a tour of the Leaming
coming from Mission, Resource Center. Or.
Laredo,
Edinburg, Sylvia Lujan, director of
Edcouch-Elsa, Harlingen, the learning assistance
Donna, PSJA, McAllen, center, will explain to
Roma, Rio Grande City students the services that
and La Joya high schools. they can take advantage of
The students will be if they decide to enroll. Ms.
welcomed by Dr. Gilberto Carol Raush, assistant
de los Santos, dean of director of financial aid,
students , with the in- seeks to inform the group
troduction by Dr. Lucas about the various types of
Hinojosa , director of aid available to them.

chez, Gloria Lopez, and
S usie G uerrero and
photographers Ernesto
Chavez and Luis Betancourt," said Oscar Garia,
yearbook editor.
Staff members turned in
over 60 pages to meet their
deadline and received
much needed support
from their adviser Harry
Q uin. Faculty and administration individuals are
thanked for providing information for their respective pages.
Newspaper
staff
members also lent a hand
by typing cutlines on the
layout sheets. "The arrival
of the yearbook is slated to
be here between the second and third weeks of
April,'' said Garza.
"The yearbook !jtaff did
an excellent job in gathering information and pietures and putting them
together i na ttractive
layouts. "

•

Of that number 600,000
give birth, accounting for
one fifth of all births in the
U.S. Another 300,000
decide to end their
pregnancies by abortion
and these account for
about one third of all abortions in the U.S. annually
The situation in Hidalgo
County is not that different, proportionately,
from the national situation.
In Hidalgo County births tc
teens age 15-19 years,
represented one-fifth of al
births, and were more thar
one-third of all illegitimatE
births.
We need to look at some
of the effects of these
unplanned pregnancies,
say Planned Parenthood
officials. Teenagepregnandes create real hardships
for the young mothers and
their
babies,
their
boyfriends or the young
husbands. The prospective
grandparents on both sides
are also often adversely afffected by the premature
parenthood into which
their youngsters are
thrown.
Teenage pregnancy is
the most important reason
that young women drop
out of school, and it leaves
many in a situation of lifelong ed ucational and
economic impoverishment. There also are other
social and health consequences of premature
parenthood. The teenage
mother is more likely to
have a premature baby
than an older woman, and
her baby is three times
more likely to die In its first
year. The young teenager
is also 60 percent more
likely to die or suffer illness
and injury as a result of her
pregnancy than is a mother
in her 20's.

..
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What Is ROTC?

Campuslssu~s

The two-year program
permits students who attended a junior or community college, those at
four-year institutions who
have not taken ROTC and
students entering a twoyear postgrauate course of
study to take ROTC .
Students in the two-year
program receive the same
financial assistance as
other Advanced Course
students. Applicants must
succerssfully complete six
weeks of leadership instruction at a Basic Camp
in the fall. Cadets receive
pay, plus the same benefits
received in the Advanced
Camp, while attending the
Basic Camp.
Scholarships are offered
for four, three and two
yhears. The four year
scholarships are awarded
on a worldwide competitive basis to U S.
citi)zens who will be enter·
ing college as freshmen .
Recipients of these awards
must enroll at an Army
ROTC host institution and
are not permitted to cross•
enroll.
The three-year and two•
year scholarships are
awarded competitively
students who are enrolle in
college. Recipients of these
scholarships may be crossenrolled.
Students who attend the
Basic Camp of the twoyear program may also apply for two-year scholarshipa while at camp. The
scholarships provide tuition, textbooks, lab fees
and living allowance of up
to $1,000 each year the
scholarship is in effect.
experience may receive
credit for the Basic Course.
The advanced course
provides further instruction
leadership development
organization, management. tactics and administration. Advanced
course cadets attend a six
weeek advanced camp
between their iunior and
senior years of college
This camp permits cadets
to put into practice the
principles and theories
Students who have they have acquired froJ11
taken Junior ROTC or on-campus classroom inhave active duty military struction.

What is Army Reserve
Officer's
Training
Corps.ROTC? It is a program that provides collegetrained officers for the U.S .
Army, The Army National
Guard and the U.S. Army
Reserve. Capt. Ed Elkins,
head of the military science
5 of oil a few weeks ago, which caused a substantial § department, said "there
§ climb in prices at the pump. Pan American Univer- §
§ slty Is know as a commuter school with some 5 are various levels in the
for students."
~ students driving everyday from Rio Grande City ~ ROTC
Army ROTC is usually a
ii and Brownsville to attend PAU. Students were §
program coni selected at random and were asked "Has the In- § four-year
sisting of Basic and Ad~ crease in gasoline prices affected you?"
~ vanced courses. But there
is also a two-year program
for junior and community
college students and others
who missed ROTC during
their firsttwo years of college to qualify for a commission.
Officers comissioned
through the ROTC earn
degrees in the fields of their
choice. They represent all
geographic, economic and
social strata and are
motivated, open-minded,
and civilian-oriented.
ROTC aids the student
by providing leadership
and management experience found in few
other college courses and
an opportunity for a
military career in the active
Army , the Army National
§ Lin1a Salinas said "the increase in the price ~ Guard
or the U.S. Army
doesn t affect me because l reside in the dorms, but ~ Reserve. It helps to
5
§ for the students who commute to school it is alright ~ develop self-discipline,
someone helps you out, still if nobody 1s 5 physical stamina and poise
5 when
5 helping the individual It is extremely hard," replied § while enhancing developa ment of management skills
5 the Falfurrias sophomore.
and qualities basic to success in any career.
The four-year program
consists of a two-year basic
course and a two-year advanced course. The basic
course is normally taken
during the freshman and
5
sophomore years. Course
work covers the areas of
management principles
n~tional defense, military
history,
leadership
~
development, military
s
courtesy. discipline and
customs The Basic Course
imposes no military obligation on the part of students
and they may withdraw at
any time before the end of
the second year.

Gas Prices

Ii

I

Is
i

I
5
§
§
§
;j§

§

=

Ricky Ramlm said, "I think P,e~denl Reagan
should not have deregulated the price of oil which
is allowing the companies to make a big profit. He
should have left it the way it was. On a motorcycle
it was costing me a good $10-15 a week from
Raymondville. Because of the increase I had to find
an apartment to live here in Edinburg.

I
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§
§

5
§

~
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Tutor-Aide Positions Open
Five junior and/or
senior tutor-aides are
needed to assist in tutoring
high school freshmen in
English. math and biology
enrichment courses offered
by the Biomedical Sciences
Program.
Tutor-aides will also
assist in the supervision of
field work placements in
clinics. hospital settings
and other sites in Edinburg, McAllen Mission,
P-SJ A, Edcouch-Elsa and

La Joya.
Applications can be obtained at Biomedical
Sciences-Office Bldg.• D.
Rm. 6. and must be submitted by today.
This program is scheduled to begin March 7. All
tutoring classes will be held
on the University campus
on Saturdays only from 2
-4 p m. Hours for field and
placement supervision will
be determined at a later
date

Car Pool DeadlinP Extended
~

r?
~

Josie Ybarra stated "I had to move to Edinburg ~
from
Mission to cut my costs as much as possible. I §
5
was spending close to $25 a week on gas "
~

i
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The deadline for car pool applications has been extended to Friday.
Applications may be turned in at the Snack Bar
Learning Resource Center and Buslne" Admlnlstra'.
tion Building in the car pool boxes.
Those In a car pool need to have a 'C' sticker plus 0
car pool sticker.
The cost of the car pool sticker can be divided by the
number of people in the car pool
So far 28 applications have been received this
semester.
In reference lo car pooling, Ralph Magana, Student
Government president, responded, "It is doing a /01
better this semester than last semester."
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So says the VA...

QUEENIE By
Phil lnterlandi

THAT WIDOW IN YOUR SOijG ..• SHE
MA y SE Et•mnED ,n CERTAI N HOME'
LOAN AND EDUCATIONAL BENEFITS
fROM VA IF SH£
CHECKS!.'

@ King Feature• Syndicate, Inc. World righta reaerved.

Contact nearest VA office (check your
phone book) or a local veterans group.

Activities Calendar
FEB 12
10:35-11:35 Latter-Day
Saints 306A
10:30-11 :30
PA USA
305A
FEB 13
11:45-12:30 BSU BSUC
9:00-4:00 Camp Alumni
IA Wlky
7:00pm-12:00PM Camp
Balrm
FEB 15
6:30-9:00 APO 305
5:30-7:00 APO 306
4:30-6:30 PKT 306A
4:30-6:30 PKT Pledges
307
5:30-7:30 K.Slg 305A
FEB 16
11:45-12:30 BSU BSUC

11:45-12:30 BSU 307
5:30-9:30 DZ's 306,306A
5:30-7:00 PKT Lit Sis
305,305A
KD's
6:00-10:00
307,307A
FEB 17
10:25-11:25 BSU 307
10:30-11:30 IVCF 305
6:30-8:00 BSU BSUC
7:00-9:00 PAUSA Balrm
10:25-11:25 TKE 305A
1025-11:25 TKE 306
10:25-11 :30
Camp
Alumni 306A
10:25-11:35 LAE IA 125
10:35-11 :35 Latter-Day
Saints 307A
FEB 18
7:00-10:00 IVCF LRC 107
U:00-1:00 BSU BSUC
6:00-9:30 IK 305,305A
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'Fort Apache
Tl1e Bronx'

r

Movie Review
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Bronc Bulletins

J

By SANDRA BARBOSA

CAMP Sponsors
Valentine 's Day Dance

Movies dealing with policemen and police life
.have existed since movies began. Some films have
been totally biased for, and others totally biased
against police.
"Fort Apache The Bronx" deals with plicemen
and police life. It is not for or against policemen.
"Fort Apache The Bronx" shows both the good
side of policemen and the bad side. The movie
leaves the judgement of policemen up to the audience. Some audiences have taken the judgement
literally.
Many Blacks and Puerto Ricans from the Bronx
of New York are angry over the movie. According
to them, "Fort Apache The Bronx" makes all Bronx
Blacks and Puerto Ricans look like criminals.
A person need only read the opening message to
understand the movie. The message clearly states
that the movie deals with the cr-iminals that
policemen come into contact with in their jobs. It
goes on to say that law abiding Bronx citizens do
exist, but are not deait with per se in "Fort Apache
The Bronx ."
Paul Newman plays Murphy, a believable
dedicated policeman who does not work by the
book, but uses his own street-wise methods to get
the criminal. While Edward Asner of "Lou Grant"
also appears in the film, his role is a minor one and
as such does not give the audience a chance to
study his acting abilities.
For a movie theme that has been used many
times, this film is not boring. If anything, it grabs the
audience's attention and holds it till the end.

There will be a Valentine's Day Dance at the PAV
Ballroom Friday. The dance, spoMOred by CAMP will
have mU3ic provided by the KBFM dl$co machine.
Tickets are available at the CAMP office and from
CAMP members. The dance wlll be from 8-12 p.m .
Sweethearts and other nominees will be announced
during the dance.

Studenis To Form Council
Efforts are underway to form a Pan American
University Professional Council. Thi$ organization wl1/
serve as a central organization of professional
organizations.
Memos will be sent to professional organizations
asking that two representatives be appointed or
elected to serve on the Professional Council.
The.first organizational meeting wlll be Feb. 26 during activity period in BA-121.
Currently, Bibiano Rodriguez and Dan Mlller are
serving as chairpersons. Professional organizations
are asked to appoint or elect their respective represen·
tatives before Feb. 26. The organizational meeting will
be for the election of officers, adoption of a constitution and purpose

THE MONTHLY MIDWEEK

AKPsi Pledge MePting, Smoker
All business major students Interested In Joining
Alpha Kappa Psi, professional business fraternity, ar.e
Invited to attend a pledge meeting today during activity period In BA-116.
The Alpha Kappa Psi spring smoker will be Friday.
The smoker is scheduled to acquaint new pledges with
members and A K Psi faculty advisers and members.

Student Profile Booklet
Alpha Kappa Psi will assl$t recruiters Interested In
participating In the School of Business student pro.file
booklet.
Students must have a minimum of 90 hours to participate. Tables will be set up In front of BA-lounge to
distribute forms Feb. 9-13. All forms must be
deposited on or before Feb. 16-17.

.J

-.

SAVE TIME!

,
1

Have a profeHlonal do it!

1

TYPING
Rauma
Thall
Term Papen
Report.

,

Compo,itlon.

CHEAP DATE

Etc.
Recuonable Prfca

Dinner & Movie
$3.00 person
$5.00 couple
STUDY ON LATIN AMERICA
Feb. 25, 1981
7:30 p.m.
Movie: "Barrabas"
starring Anthony Quinn

Witness Season
First Presbyterian Church

Plate. Fajita Tacos
at THE CAMPUS MINISTRY CENTER
1615 W. Kuhn

• Gift
Wrapping
• Engraving

PUBLIC WELCOME!
Sponsored by:
UNITED METHODIST CAMPUS MINISTRY

• Jewelry
and Watch
Repairs

300 West Cano, Edg.
1

Field Trip to Reynosa:
reservations by Feb. 13th
383-1175

·califomia Stereo Liquidators, Federal No. 95-3531031, will dispoae of, for a manufacturer's representative, their inventory surplus
of new stereo equipment. The items listed below will be sold on '!
first-come first-served basis at . . . Echo Motor Hotel
DiaJJONI
Value
Only AM/FM Cassette
Car Stereos, In Das1i

-$159. $29

Price

$139 $29

20 Only 8, Trock Car

$69 $19

Stereos, Underdosh

20

Only Cassette Car
Stueos, Underdash

-- -- 32 Only AM! FM/ B•trock
Cor Stereos In Dash (Best)

$75 $25

Speakers. G,ont Mags

HCft

...,__

18 Only Graphic Eq1.1ol,zers

each

Far Car, H,gh Wattage

-------

?3 Pair Only 2 Way Car

each

l O Only AM/ FM 1n Dosh

each

$29 ,,.;,

Latest Releases • Greatest Hits--e

$119

$49

Accessories • Blank Tapes • Car Stereos

$159 $39 •och
- - ---

Buy Your Favorite Music At Discount Prices.

$19 pair
---

$225 $89

Cassettes For Small Cars

poi,

• Installations

--

-

-

Di$posal
Price

$89-

$49

Speokt>rs, Dual Cone

-

$165 $59

Value

22 Parr Only Coaxial Car
Speaker-s Giant Mags 20 Parr Only T riox1<JI Car

eaclt

5

Only AM/ FM B Trk
Car Stereo In Dash

Sunday 9 to 9:30 A.M

KURV710/ A~

9:00 A. M. to 2:00 P. M.
ONLY WHILE QUANTITIES LAST

1903 Closner, Edinburg, Texas
Sunday, February 15, 1981

5

February 15, afternoon

•

Car Stereos In Dash (Best)

--

--

20 Pair Only Modular
4 Way Speakers

$189 $59

22 Only AM, FM Cassettes
eac#t

For Cu

-

$179 $89

·--- - -

1..

,t~· Auto "'.,verse

-

27 Only Power Boasrers
pair

For Stereo. H,gh Wattoge

'I

51-----

eoc#t

.__

30 Only AM/ FM Cassette

.._

$225 $89eaclt

'
'

T

®

-

RECORDS & TAPES

$89

$29 each

AU BRAND NEW MERCHANDISE Wl11-l FULL 2 YEAR WARRANTIES!
Buy one or all of the above quantie.s listed-The Public is Invited
VISA. MASTERCARD, CASH or PERSONAL CHECKS WELCOMED
,
ONE DAY ONLY Sun., Feb. 15th
ONLY WHILE QUANTITIES LAST.

2 S4 0 W. PF CAN BLVD
2 !ILK', W OF 23 RO & PFCA N l
I \ PALMA ._HOPPING U STER Mc ALLI .N

MON

!>AT

11 00

6 -00

U.O'>U J ~UNDAV'>

1

'
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Theater Presents 'The Mikado'
With Robert Ashley and
Cookie Estrada in the starring roles, the sprightliest of
all the Gilbert and Sullivan
operettas, "The Mikado,"
will open at the Fine Arts
Auditorium Feb. 17 and
run through Feb. 21.
They will be playing the
roles of a pair of
sweethearts who are not
"star-crossed," as were
Romeo and Juliet, but
snickersnee-crossed, or
almost so. He will be seen
as Nanki-Poo, the wandering minstrel in a picturebook Japanese village and
she as his school-girl
sweetheart, appetizingly
named Yum-Yum, whom
he can only marry temporarily until he becomes a
victim of the Lord High Ex. ecutioner (to be played by
Jack Alton Strawn) and his
snickersnee.
"The Mikado" now having been the world's most
beloved operetta for
around 75 years, no

,.
r

theater enthusiast is likely
to worry that the hero really risks being beheaded in
the play, or that the
snickersnee is really
anything but a joke, on
which some of the most
celebrated song hits are
based .
Two of these songs have
to do with satiricallypointed lists of nuisances
proposed for snickersnee
attention. In one the Lord
High Executioner mentions such offenders as
"the people who eat peppermint and puff it in your
face" as those on his list, if
he ever has to work in his
official capacity. As
themighty Mikado himself,
Kent Smither will sing the
celebrated patter song
about "making the punishment fit the crime."
Some of the other songs
in "The Mikado" that have
long been so popular that
they are practically folksongs of all Englishspeaking people are "The

Flowers That Bloom in the
SprinX, " "Tit-Willow,"
"The Moon and I," "A
Wand'ring Minstrel,"
"Derry Down Derry,';'
"Three Little Maids From
School,' and "Behold the
Lord High Executioner."
Also in the cast are
Mayo Caceres, Irma Vasquez, David Gonzales,
Nancy Grossman, and
Becky Barksdale. Dr.
Marian Manta is the stage
director, Mrs. Lucila Montoya is the musical director,
and Mr. James Stover is
the conductor. Cindy
Coker
is
the
cboreographer and the set
was designed by Dr. James
Hawley.
" The
Mikado
Is
presented by the Pan
American University
Theater and Music Department in the Fine Arts
Auditorium . Tickets are $3
general admission . PAU
faculty and student tickets
are free with an I. D.

Labor Relations Seminar To Be Held
A management seminar employees; promotions the University of Illinois
on personnel practices will and transfers; rules and and his M.A. from the
be held by Pan American regulations concerning sick University of Pittsburgh in
University's school of leave, vacation, life in- personnel management.
,.... business administration surance, health insurance, Both instructors have exretirement and Social tensive teaching and workbeginning· Feb. 18.
The four-part program is Security; remuneration, related experience in the
designed for manufactur- job evaluation and other area of personnel managem en t
and
are
ing and service companies' incentives.
knowledgeable in the subsupervisors in charge of
The Mighty Mikado • (Kent Smither) confronts his son, Nankl-Poo (Ro~ert
Dr. Munneke recieved ject content.
personnel functions , to
Ashley) In Pan American University's production of The Mikado, to be
A fee of $40 per person
help them understand the his B.A. from Coe College
presented at the Fine Arts Auditorium February 17 through 21. For ticket Inmodern approac'1 to per- in economics, his M.A. In will be charged. Cerformation, call-381-3581.
finance and his Ph.D. In tificates of achievement
sonnel administration.
The class will be taught management and in- with continuing education
by two PAU faculty dustrial relations, both units will be awarded to
members, Dr. Leslie E. from the State University participants who suePan American Universi- of a will, treatment of com- " mar ital deduction", Munneke, ' professor of of Iowa. Bartley received cessfully complete the
ty's school of business ad- munity and separate pro- lifetime giving, property management, and Douglas hi,:; R.S. In education from seminar.
ministration, In coopera- .. perty, and selection and valuations, life insurance, Bartley, associate proThe Boot House Fashion Palace
tlon with the Hidalgo importance of the ex- and other tax-related mat- fessor of management.
ters.
County Program Building ecutor.
The class meets WednesCommittee, Hidalgo
II. Probate: What proday evenings from 7 to 9
Come see us and be amazed at the lowest prices in
V. Estate planning: Tax p. m . through March 11 in
County Extension Service, bate is and how it operates,
brand Western Wear. We ..bave name western
and
non-tax
considerawill present a conference probate costs and how to
room 118 in the business
boots, shirts and jeans.
on estate planning.
minimize these costs, tions, how and when to administration building.
Topics to be discussed in
The conference will selection of the attorney "plan", the need for liquidity and life insurance, the seminar include: The
meet from 7 to 9 p.m. on and fees.
You All Come!
"1.arch 10, 11, and 12 in
Ill. Trusts: The distinc- steps to reduce current in- recruiting , screening ,
room 110 of the business tion between intervivos come taxes and estate selection, forecasting,
administration building. and testamentary trust, taxes, provisions for the record-keeping and orien200 S. Clay
The registration fee will be how and why these are us- surviving spouse an!i tation of staff; the developRio Grand City, Texas
$30 per person and $40 ed, and selection of children, and practical ex"' ment and training of
487-2942
amples.
per married couple.
trustee .
This seminar is designed
IV. Taxes: What properFor information on
to provide an understan- ty is taxed in the estate,
SPECIAL EDUCATION
ding of the legal aspects how estate taxes are com- registration, Interested persons
may
call
the
division
TEACHERS
& SPEECH THERAPISTS
and practical consldera- puted and how the
tions Involved In preparing "unified credit" works, of community programs at
wills, establishing trusts, where and how to use the PAU, 381-3366.
Brownsville Independent School District will be interviewing for the
and formulation workable - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .
estate plans. Topics to be
81-82 school year on Thursday, March 5, 1981.
covered during this threeday seminar are:
I. Wills: The Importance
of a val!d w!U, distribution
Brownsville I.S.D. offers
of property In the absence
• Career oriented employment
• Professional development opportunities
• Equal employment opportunity
• Credit Union
··
JEEPS, CARS,
• $10,000 group life insurance
TRUCKS available
• Group health insurance
•
Professional liability insurance
through govern• Attractive climate and geography
CONFIDENTIAL COUNSELi NG
ment agencies,
• Competitive salaries

Estate Planning Con£erence Slated

·FREE

r
f

f
f

,

,,

Pregnancy Test

many sell for under
$200. 00 . Call
602-941-8014 Ext
No. 502 for your
directory on how
to purchase.

TERMl~ATION OF PREGNANCY

BIRTH CONTROL INFORMATION

ALL CALLS CONFIDENTIAL

Treasure Hills Womens'
Center

428-6242

Contact your Teacher Placement
Service, or write or call:
Ronald Schraer, Ph .D
Director of Special Services
or Becky Parker
1102 E. Madison
Brownsville, TX 78520
(512) 546-0411 or 546-3101, ext. 213
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Alumni of Pan American
University Saturday hailed
RP. Ward, president of
Edinburg Junior College
and Pan American College
from 1931-1960, for his
dedication to the development of the school from its
earliest beginnings in the
late l 920's.
Standing ovations were
given to Ward and the
other award winners by
former students, retired
faculty, PAU Alumni
Association members and
others at the alumni
association's annual
awards luncheon in the
university Ballroom.
Ward was introduced by
Ricardo Hinojosa, member
of the PAU board of
regents, . who said,
"Everybody in this room
believes higher education
is important to South
Texas. You laid the foundations, and we all have
benefited from what you
did. Future generations will
be grateful to you."
Ward responded, 'To
those of you here and
those of you not here who
did so much for which I
now seem to be receiving
the credit, thank you."
Hinojosa also praised
the alumni association for
its achievements and
thanked · Alumni Director
Jerry Baldwin for her
work.
Orville I. Cox, Jr., of
Houston, recipient of a
Distinguished Alumnus
Award last year, introduced Mrs. Ruth Dean Morris
and presented her a plaque as recipient of the
Distinguished Faculty
Award, Mrs. Morris, who

Drumming Up Support••'Bucky,' PAU Bronc
mascot, asks for support from the crowd during
the Homecoming basketball game Monday night.

Committee Meets On

Program Curriculum
A core curriculum for
social work education in
junior colleges was being
developed last weekend at
Pan American University
by a sub-committee appointed by the coordinating Board, Texas Col1e g e and University
System.
Dr. Forrest E. Ward of
Austin , a member of the
Coordinating Board, said
the sub-committee studying core c-•1rriculum is one
of 18 such committees appointed by Kenneth H.
Ashworth , commissioner
for the Coordinating
Board, to study and design
core curriculum patterns in
an effort to insure that
students starting out in
junior colleges may have
their credits transferred to
any of the accredited
senior colleges or universities they may want to attend.
Dr. Ward said the Coordinating Board has "no
jurisdiction over individual
institutions, but has had
almost complete cooperation from them all over the
state."
Mrs . Fannie Belle
Gaupp, faculty member in
social work education at
North Texas State University, Denton, chairman of
the sub-committee, said
sttldents "deserve to know
what it will mean in
transferability when thay
Presbyterian Child"
Care Center

Quality Child care and
Early childhood education. O thru 5 years.

7:30 a.m. • 5:30 p.m.
Monday thru Friday
383-8939.

Awards

start out." The Coordinating Board's final decision on core curriculum
will be published and
available to students and
counselors at every school,
she said.
· The group meeting at
Pan Am included eight
representatives of junior
colleges and eight from
senior colleges. Mrs.
Gaupp said the group has
met four previous time
during the year, three
times in Austin and once at So says the VA."
Del Mar College in Corpus
Christi.
The
subI ~OIITOf!TIE
-~v
committee's recommendall>CIIECICOH litf
~ 5 l!Uf6A1l,tions will be sent to the
" " " SHOIILP PO
coordinating board in
lllE SNAE I
April, she said.
Mrs. Gaupp said Texas
"is taking leadership role in
designing core curriculum
in the various disciplines."
Miss Hermila Anzaldua,
Pan Am's representative
on the sub-committee and
director of the social work
program at PAU, said the
group's undertaking "is
something we needed in
order to work more pro.ductively and intelligently
with students. It's a boonfor the junior college
students.
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Presented At

retired last year from the
PAU music faculty, said
receiving the award "is a
fantastic way to wrap up
my career. Thank you."
Mrs. Morris came to the
university in September·
1945. when it was still
Edinburg Junior College
and taught music at Pan
Am for 35 years including
21 years as choir director.
Distinguished Alumnus
Award for the late L.A.
Ramsey, who was exexecutive vice-president and
chief operating officer of
Gulf Oil Exploration and
Production C., was
presented to his widow,
Mrs. Aurora Ramsey. Also
present were Edward B.
Walker, 111, vice-president
.and director of Gulf Oil
Corporation, who had
worked with Ramsey, and
Mrs. Walker. The award
was presented by Santana
Gonzalez, a!so fo Gulf and
a director of the alumni
association.
Ramsey died last
November following a
horseback-riding accident.
One of the warmest ovations went to Dr.
Guadalupe Quintanilla,
winner of a Distinguished
Alumnus Award, who is
assistant provost for
undergraduate affairs at
the University of Houston
and the highest ranking
woman of Mexican descent in a university administrative postion in the
State of Texas.
Dolores Valadez, alumni
board memb'er who introduced Dr. Quintanilla,
read a long list of awards
she has received, and said
Dr. Quintanilla is co-author

L1111cl1eon

of several books and wrote
the test used in Texas for
bilingual teacher endorsement. Dr. Quintanilla had
dropped out of school in
the fourth grade because of
difficulties with the English
language and -returned to
school at the age of 28 by
auditing classe~ at Texas
Southmost College in
Brownsville until she learned enough English to take
classes at PAU. She
graduated from PAU cum
laude In 1969, and now
holds a doctorate from
UH, where two of her
chidren are studying for
law degrees. Her third
child is in medical school at
the University of Texas.
Dr. Quintanilla listed
abilities she had learned at
PAU. She said she had
learned "to think; to acquire, admit and manage
responsibifity; to get along
with other people, and to
be assertive." She said she
had found PAU to be "an
academically-demanding
environment."
Also present was Dr.
Quintanilla's husband,
Cayetano Quintanilla. a
medical · taboratory technician and operator of a
laboratory in ouston.

Rodger Pena. a PAU
graduate of 1980 and
baseball player. was introduced by Jim McKone,
sports information director
at PAU, as winner of the
Lou Hassell Award trophy
for excellence as the best
student-athlete at Pan Am
in the past y.ear. McKone
cited
Pena's
accomplishments as an
athlete and said he has a
3.0 grade point average.
Dr. Miguel A Neverez.
vice-president for student
and university affairs,
made the welcoming
speech. congratulating the
alumni association on its
"tremendous growth in the
past three years" and for its
role in the development of
the university.
He told those present
that although the sun was
not shining at the time.
"you've made our hearts
brighter by your attendence.
Presiding over the luncheon meeting was
Richard C. Smith of Edinburg, the new president of
the PAU Alumni Association, who succeeds Tom
Crothers of Dallas.

ALONE & PREGNANT?
Need someone to talk to?
CALL

Catholic Charities
ask for Mary Kay
787-0033x263
Hidalgo County

399-3256
Cameron County

MARI( TRAI.
~ &I Dadd
and Jaclt Bnld

Every Thursday Nite

New Wave --Music
·r •

ur

Sunshiner"'Bouquet!
1

Featuring Live Entertainment
By the "Steroids,,

Send some
instant
sunshine.

Helping you say it r'ight

vfllen J~,,I

THE DICK FROM

AUSTIN

If you like punk rock or new wave we've got it

Jy Billy Inc.
1320 N CLOSNER
ED•tJPURG
TEXAS
FT0.
TELEFORA,
PH AC 15121 3836822

N HWY.281
78539
AFS
383·8611

8 P.M. to 2 A.M.

-
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Michelob Light Follows Weekend Tilt
The first test of the
season .Jar the Pan
American University tennis
team commences Feb. 14
and continues through
Feb. 15 at Orville Cox
Stadium. Baylor University
heads the weekend tournament playing the Broncs
Saturday at 9 a.m. while
Rice University competes
against Pan Am Sunday at
10 a.m.
The Bronc team is

stronger by four this season
and. ol the eight returning,
two have competed in
summer competition with
honors.
This tournament will
provide Thomas Kummer
of Switzerland, Anders
Lunberg of Sweden , Art
Hobbs of Canada who
previously played for McCllean Junior College and
Mark Godley from South
Africa, to get a taste of

American tennis competition.
Kummer has played internationally for his country in Europe and scored
some big wins before coming to South Texas last fall.
Godley is a former topranked junior player in
South Africa. They could
push the Canadian d uo to
be the No. 1 doubles team.
Alan Schnelder of South

White Comments on Exposure
In just a one week
period last December, the
Pan American University
Broncs generated more
national exposure for
themselves than the team

has in the number of years Carolina University early
they have been in ex- January ECU head coach
istence.
Dave Odom was quoted as
In an advance story an- saying: "Pan American is
nouncing tha game bet- one of the best teams in the
ween the Broncs and East country and I think they've

proven that." Odom added that Pan Am is "tougher
opponent than Illinois
State was last season."
What triggered the barrage of national exposure
was Pan Am's win over
Marquette and Indiana in
the Hawaii Classic T ournament late last year. Many
newspapers carried accounts of "The Giant
Killers" as Pan Am was being referred to in that
period of their schedule.
Pan Am head Coach Bill
White can attest to this by
the number of clips sent in
by alumni around the
country and other sources.
White, team members and
people around the country
may be aware of the
Broncs' potential on the
court because of the articles, but the fans in this
area do not realize this

Africa and Lundberg and
"We're trying to make
Fernando Sartorius. of the Michelob Light TourSpain, who was on the nament an annual affair
1980 Bronc squad as a increase the field perhap;
freshman along with and have it grow into one
Schneider, are expected to of the premier toursee action in other Pan Am naments in the country,"
spots.
said Tennis Coach Mickey
White.
Oral Roberst University
The Round Robin tourwill compete against Pan nament will kick off with
Am two days later, Feb. 17 Pan Am meeting Oral
In a pre-tournament Roberts at 1:30 on Feb. 19
match.
Then the Broncs will play
Oklahoma at 2 p .m. FEb.
The weekend tourna- 20 and finish against
ment will provide a warm- W.rshington at 1 p. m . Feb.
up for the Michelob Light 2 1.
Collegiate Tennis T ournament slated for Feb. 19-21
"We have a Pacific 10
here, which will feature
member (Washington), a
four strong teams.
Big 8 member (Oklahoma)
Oklahoma, Washington, and two major inOral Roberts and host dependents, which is a
team Pan Am are slated for strong field for the first
~ournament."
the tournament.

Contin ue d on

page 7
M i chelob
Light
Tournament•••Fred Farias

FUN AND GAMES For All Persons Eighteen
(18) Years Old And Over.
FUN AND GAMES
• Pool Tables
• Electronic Games
• Video Machines
• Pin Ball
• Dancing
• Wine & Spirits
""HOURS OF OPERATION ·
Monday thru Saturday
4 P .M. to 2 A.M.
"HAPPY HOUR"
Monday thru Friday
-4 P.M. t o 8 P.M.
Drinks At Disc ounte d
Prices
SPACE DEMANDS
FOR THIS EXPANSION
Require the Restaurant
Operation Be Discontinued
For Noon & Evening
Service

See What H.E. BUTI
GROCERY CO. has
in STORE for you ...

of L&F Distributors and
tenn is coach Mic ke y
Whi te announce t h e
Michelob Light Colligiate
Tournament slated for
Feb. 19-21. Michelob also
sponsors the national colligiate tennis rankings.

@ CH[CK OUT the career opportumlie, oOered hyonl'

Ii'.)

or the la,tc,1 growing lood rcldilers. mdnulaclurcr,
and di,trihutur, in the Southw\",t.
CHlCK OUT the ,1ory o l a 75->edr old Te,a, Trddit Ion

aod di,co, er how we hdvc cxp<tndcd tron1 I ..,tore to
o,er 150. Our cxccllcnl ,dldrn,,. 11niQ11l' hencllh.
dc~lopm.cnt progr-.u»-<111d "cmplu.y.ccorienled'~,t}IC
or man.igcmcnl haoc dllrdClcd d ,td0 of wil111Cf',

{y] CH[CK WITll lh<: l'l<1ce 111ent 011,ce dnd ""' whdl role
you Cdn play in thi-, cont inuin4 ,.-1~a

Our re, ruitc"

"ill'"'"",""''"''

February

17

WHITE FLOUR

PATOS

CHECK 01 I thi.., ddk u11 )Oto l1tknt1,11.

February Special
Beel Quisado
2 Enchiladas
Spanish Rice
Rancho Beans
2 Tortillas
for only $2.49
For faster service
call in order

383-0725

Aero:, f.

1

Pan Am

Fat at El Pato
VAI.Lf.\ W!Df

'J. location, McAller,. Mission
I lvrlinljen & Brownsville
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Broncs Battle
The Redbirds
Again!
by Jim McKone
"If we can win the rest of them (nine games),
we'll get a bid to the NIT," confidently predicts Tom
Lamonica, the sports information director at Illinois
State University.
His Redbirds stand 9-9 going into Monday night's
game at Northern Iowa In Cedar Falls.
lf Lamonica is correct, this means an invitation to
the National Invitation Tournament might be riding
upon Pan American University's visit to Normal,
Ill., next Saturday. Both teams remain in the running for a possible NIT bid.
Pan Am owns a 13·9 record going Into what
could be a decisive three-game week.
Pan Am visits Northern Iowa on Thursday night.
Then the Broncs go to Illinois State for a rare afternoon game (2:30 p.m.) on Saturday, Valentine's
Day.
"We still think we have a good shot at the NIT,"
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believes Lamonica. "Last year I think we got the bid
the way we destroyed Lamar (by 30 points), and
this year we've got a couple of good wins over
Loyola and Oral Roberts. Plus, the NIT feels guilty
about what happened to us at Illinois last year."
"The weather is also a factor. Our low here last
week was 10 below zero. It goes up to five degrees
in the daytime. The wind-chill factor has hovered
around 10 or 12 below zero. People don't like to go
out in that at night.
"We drew 4,547 amd 4,402, our last Saturday
day games. When we beat Cleveland State here
the other night, we drew only 3.552. although they
had a 12-5 record and a bona-fide Top 10 rebounder in DArren Tillis, their 6-11 forward. Tillis
got 13 rebounds against us . We beat them 74-57
and beat them on the board 34-27, but Tillis is
great."
Unlike most years--ISU had won 48 of its
previous 50 home games--the Redbirds, like Pan
Am, have been beaten three times on their home
court this season.
All of ISU's home losses were Impressive, the
sort of "good losses;; that help a team win a playoff
invitation. Illinois State has lost at home only to
three 198 playoff teams, namely Bradley, 72-70'
Syracuse. 64152; and DePaul, 54-50.

Lamonica explained that Illinois State remains
furious about the NIT ticket arrangements when the
Redbirds visited the University of Illinois.
"The NIT people promised us we would have
2,400 seats and 500 prime seats in the best area,"
Lamonica recalls vividly. "We got to ILiinois a holfhour before they said to, at 9:30 that morning. Late
that afternoon, the Illinois people finalfy gave us
500 seats--that was all, and they were all in the
rafters.
"They wouldn't leet our cheerleaders in, or our
band. We raised a big argument, and they finally let
the band in, but they took away their instruments
and wouldn't let them play .. .I never heard of
anybody acting like that, expecially in a playoff
game."
Illinois State· lost that NIT 2ame, 75-65, before
16,193 spectatore--of whom, Lamonica pointed
out, 15,693 were rabid Illinois fans.
The Redbirds earned the NIT invitation with an
impressive 19-8 record a year ago. (This includd
two losses to DEPaul, then rated No. 1 nationally,
and a 62-58 loss at Pan American. (
In the NIT's first round, Illinois State disposed of
West Texas STate, 80-63, before 4,285 spectators
on the Redbirds' home court, HOrton Field House.
Why does Illinois State play its Saturday afternoon
home games. when they aren't televised?
"The main reason is because more people will
come out in the afternoon, especially on
Saturdays,"Lamonica answers. "Most of our crowd
consists of students. They debate whether to go to
the game or a party, if we play Saturday night,
the party usually wins.

Before the big showdown at Illinois State, on
Thursday night the Broncs visit Northern Iowa's
UNI Dome, an air-supported-roof facility that seats
16,400 for football, 7,200 for basdketball
UNI has been playing hot lately, despite the cold
Iowa weather.
Northern Iowa just scored a smashing road victory over Centenary, 70-69, in Shreveport.
Substitute Randy Richards swished a 35-foot
desperation basket to beat Centenary at the final
buzzer. Centenary had a 13-5 record and was
leading the Trans America Conference, but was
hobbled without its star Cherokee Rhone, out with
a knee injury.
"Righ after the game I phone Randy's father, Don
Richards in Waterloo, and he said, 'I heard it on the
radio. I've been waiting all these years for Randy to
win a game
like that, and he did it." said
Nancy Justis, UNl's sports information director.
"We don't handle leads well--we led by 10 the
second half--but we won," she added.
UNI is out of playoff contention at 6-14 but could
upset both Illinois State and Pan Am.

-no

pen Da,ly 9-9.
Closed Sunday•

~ c : : a r -..... · ••~
-n-e IIAIIND PLACE
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AUTO CENTER
LUBE OIL AND FILTER SPECIAL

•
•
•
•
•

Your Choice of K·Mart Brand or MaJor Brand Oil
l· K•Mart Brand O,I Filter
FOR ONLY $8.88
Complet,· Chais Lubrication
Brake Fluid if needed
2802 S. HWY. 281
Any Additional Services Extra
381-5284
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Edinburg Only
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Dunk shot---Curtis Glasper

attempts a dunk shot in
the East Carolina Univer" sity/Pan American University game Feb. 9. The
Broncs emerged the victors against the 11-10
team. The Broncs were
able to up their record 13-9
in this Homecoming
game.

-

I

-

Every Friday Nite

Exposure

Pam Arn Nite

Continued from

page 6
because it never gets Into
the Rio Grande Valley.
"Last Sunday (Jan.
18)." said White, "There.
was a couple of minutes
between the commentators
about Pan American and
Pan American's success,
and Pan American not being a fly-by-night operation
because they not only beat
Indiana (the team playing
on the television) they beat
Marquette----they on and
on and on and alluded to
some really quality teams.
"I think what doesn't
come across down here is
just what how much talk
we are generating in the
country because nobody
down here knows how to
see it."

Disc o Entertainment
Show your Pan Am ID Card
and pay only $1 cover charge
Ad Studio ONE

631-1371

1203 1/2 Erle • McAllen
(directly South of the downtown Post Office.)

·
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International Students Summer
Program Applications Available
International students
are invited to apply for
Summer Crossroads 1981,
a week-long program to be
held in Colorado Springs,
Colorado, June 7-12 and
in Los Angeles, California,
June 613. The programs
are being sponsored by
community residents, the
Colorado College, the International Student Center
at UCLA and the Institute
of lnterntional Education.
A limited number of partial
BWR AUTO SERVICE
TUNE UP YOUR CAR,
HANGE OILS AND AIR
lLTER . ALL AT A REDUC
ED PRICE. SO COME BY
NOW AT
BWR AUTOSEPv1cE

travel grants are available
from the International
Communication Agency.
Information and applications have been mailed to
the foreign student adviser
on your campus.
Summer Crossroads ,offers an opportunity to meet
with American as well as
other interntional students
to compare educational
experiences in. a variety of
cplleges and universities
and talk over other aspects
of life in the United States.
To be eligible for
Crossroads students must
be at the graduate level
and planning to return
home no later than May
1982.
KEYS MADE

Concerts Slated
The February subscription concerts of the Pan
American UniversityValley Symphony
Orchestra will feature violinist
Clive Amor Feb. 24 at the
PAU Fine Arts Auditorium
in Edinburg and pianist
Leanor Esther Ramirez on
Feb. 26 at Point Isabel
High School Auditorium in
Port Isabel. The concerts
begin at 8 p.m. and tickets
at $2.50 each will be
available at the door.
Clive Amor, associate
concertmaster of the San
Antonio Symphony, will
perform Concerto No. 2 in
D Minor by Wieniawski.

•

Amor was born in Bombay
and grew up in London ,
England. He began his
LOCKS CHANGEO OR REPAIREO

810. S. CLOSNER
EDINBURG~

GUADALAJARA
SUMMER

SCHOOL
University of Arizona offers
more than 40 courses: anthropology, art, bilingual education, folk music and folk
dance, history, political science, sociology, Spanish language and literature and intensive Spanish. Six-week session. June 29-August 7,
1981. Fully accredited graduate and undergraduate program. Tuition $330. Room
and board in Mexican home,
$340.
EEO/AA

--
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ELROD'S MOBILE LOCK SHOP
1307 S -9th ST.
EDINBURG, TEXAS 78539
Phone 512-383-3709
BOND£0 LOCKSMITH

I 1/2 blocks N. ol Hospll>I

AUTO • RESIDENCE • COMMERCIAL

violin studies in London
and by the age of 14 he
was performing with orchestras there and had
won numerous contests.
Leanor Esther Ramirez
is a talented 13 year old
native of Reynosa, Mexico
who is currently studying at
the Juilliard School of
Music in New York City.
She will perform Concerto
No. 21 by W. A Mozart
with the orchestra in
February.
Leanor
represented Mexico in
Bulgaria in the summer of
1979 in an international
meet of young artists.
Other music to be performed on the February
concerts include the Barber
of Seville Overture by G.
Rossini, An Outdoor Overture and Fanfare for the
Common Man both by
Aaron Copland and
Serenade for Wind Instruments and the Finale to
Death and Transfiguration
by Richard Strauss.
These concerts are
presented
by
Pan
American University in
cooperation with the South
Texas Symphony Association.

a
SO S8yS the 11WII...

WIZARD OF ID
By Brant Parker

VETERANS DESERVE EDUCATION
AND REHAB TRAINING, HOME
LOANS, LOW COST UFE
INSURANCl, CERTAIN
SION...
MEDICAL CARE. AND
OTHER BENEFITS.
WIIATEVU

HAPPENED
TO MEDMS?

®
.,,

•
ii
Ill

:,

i

i

J

1

i

Contact nearest VA office (check your
phone book) or a local veterans group.

TO A FRYING START.

Write
Guadalajara
Summer School
Robert L. Nugent Bldg. 205
University of Arizona
Tucson 85721
(602) 626-4729

IE HAVE
CLIFFS

IITES

Start a meal at Whacaburger® with our
hor, crispy French fries.
Fresh-fried ro a golJen brown until
they're just righr. And free when you
bring in this coupon.

-

Check our complete
stock of Cliffs Notes
for the help you need
in understanding difficult novels. plays and
poems. Millions of
students use them to
earn better grades in
literature.
GET CLIFFS NOTES
HERE·

So clip ic our and come in and order
a big, fresh Wharaburger. We'll cook it
just for you wich all rhe rhings you like.
Plus we'll give you an or<ler of fries.
Absolurely free!

WHATABURGEll
----~-------------------------------,
Free French Fries

One free small order of french fries with this coupon
Please preeent coupon to cashier when ordering. Limit one coupon per customer.

COUPON REDEEMABLE AT WHATABURGER NUMBER 60, EDINBURG
OFFER EXPIRES FEBRUARY 18, 1981
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WHATABURGER
i
~--------~•-------------~-----------------------~---------~
'
University Bookstore

~buildabi,-,~,1~rburar.
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Career Day To Draw Over 100 Hiring Representatives
More than 100 representatives have confirmed
their participation for
PAU's Career Day according to Romulo Martinez,
director of career placement, testing and cooperative education. "Students should not hesitate
to ask for additional information," said Mar~inez.
Career Day will be on
March 5 from 9 a.m. -3
p.m.
Suggested questions for
Career Day to recuriters
are: geographic location of
the school or company and
the living conditions in the
area: specific background
flecessary for employment

along with work experi- cd in; and how important
ence, the students college endorsements are.
Martinez stated that
major and minor, their extra-curricular activities, "freshmen should see at
grade point average; If least five recruiters in their
there Is a training period? If field and one out of their
so where and how long; .field, sophomores should
what the promotional op- get reacquainted with the
portunities are; application five they met last year
forms and follow-up after along with another five
applying; Mobility and how recruiters with at least two
often; benefits offered, in- outside their field. Juniors
surance, retirement, vaca- should go back and see the
tions; further educational five representatives they
opportunities offered with saw their freshmen and
the company or school en: sophomore years and least
couraged or discouraged; five more ."
for perspective teachers
"The main purpose of
they should ask what ex- career day is to expose and
tracurricular activities inform to students what
students have to be lnvolv- careers exist in their par-

tlcular major," said Martinez. The companies
which have confirmed their
acceptance are American
G.I. Forum, Exxon Co.,
American
Graduate
School of International
Management, Farmers Insurance Group, Anderso:,
Clayton Foods, F.B.I.,
Alvin I.S.D., Federal Aviation Administration of
McAllen and of Fort
Worth.
Also Bell Telephone
Laboratories, Brownsville
I.S.D., Carrollton-Famers
Branch I.S.D., First Nationa Bank-Dallas, Chicano Health Policy Development, Inc., Fort

Bend I.S.D., Commerical
Union Insurance Company, Freer I.S.D., Corpus
Christi National Bank,
Frito-Lay Inc., Dallas
l.S.D., Garland 1.S.O.,
Dallas Police Department,
General Telephone Company of the Southwest-League City, Dallas/Fort
Worth Airport, Deer Park
I.S.D., and General
Telephone Company of
the southwest--San Angelo, also Defense Contract Audit Agency-Atlanta
Region, Giddings State
Home & School, Diamond
Shamrock, Goose Creek
C.I.S.D., Educouch-Elsa
l.S.D., Houston Police

Department, Ethicon Inc.,
Internal Revenue Service,
Kraft Inc .. -Retail, Shell Oil
Company, Los Angeles
Unified School District,
Southern
Methodist
University School of Law,
Lockheed/EMSCO,
Social Security Administration, Long, Chilton, Payte
& Hardin CPA's, State
Comptroller of Public
Accounts--Austin, McAllen
I.S.D. , Mcallen State
Bank, State Comptroller of
Public Accounts--McAllen.
MaryKnoll Fathers-Catholic Foreign Mission
Society of America Inc.,
See Career pg. 4
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Staff To Honor Retiring President
president. In addition,
former PAU coach Abe
Lemons will give a brief
tribute to Dr. Schilling and
Dr. Phyllis Phillips will give
Serving as master of a history of the retiring
ceremonies for the recep- president's accomplishtion with abe Dr. Homer ments.
Pena, PAU-Brownsville
Also, Dr. Schilling will
be presented with a portrait
of himself which will be
displayed in the Learning
Resource Center.
The High School Equl- that the students showed Tito Garza, Eli Lopez,
valency Program Student by volunteering to work in Julian Herrera, Manuel
·v1rs B< " ·, W Powers,
Chavez and Joe Ybarra. formE>r l:,,,1 of • •>men and
Government Association several com mlttees. "
Ricardo Rodriguez, So- Decorations included per- no1A. c1 pc:11 .1111e history
sponsored a Pre-Valentine's Dance Feb. 11 with cial Studies instructor and sonalized hearts for each facultv member. is chairHEP students and staff at- Student Council adviser, student and member of the m,111 of the planning comacted as disc-jockey for the staff.
tending from 6-9 p.m.
mittee.
The highlight of the
According to Derly Gua- night, serving up a wide
jardo, HEP director, "the variety of music including evening was the selection
success of the dance would Spanish, disco, rock and of the Valentine Beau and
Belle. Rosie Valdez was
not have been possible western.
The decorators were chosen "belle" and Manuel
without the tremendous
After careful considerasupport and enthusiasm Johnny Rios, Daniel Snell, Chavez "beau".
tion, Dr. Gilbert Cardenas,
associate professor for the
School of business, turned
down the chance to become Vice - Presider.t
George Bush's chief
economist and part of his
domestic policy staff.
This offer did not come
out of the blue though; it
was a lot of hard work and
research down the line. He
has been on the PAU staff
for the past six years
teaching economics. He
has researched many
topics in his tenure including the United States
and Mexico border problems and youth unemployment in minorities partic u Ia ri y Blacks and
Hispanics.
Dr. Carendas continued
his extensive research and
he was recognized for his
work. Upon recommendation from "another colleague who I don't know,"
Dr. Cardenas was named
to the honorable Brookings
Institution, an economic
policy fellowship fr professors. Only 10 of the
possible 200 were chosen
to work there for one year
in Washington.
"If is a very prestigious
honor; like being a Rhode
scholar," Dr. Cardenas
VALENTINE SWEETHEARTS--The Hlghschool Equlvalency Prosaid. Like the rest of his
gram, HEP, had a Valentine':, Dance last week where they elected
teaching profession, he did
their sweathearts. Pictured are Richard Rodriguez, adviser, Hitda
a lot of research for the InHerrera, HEP Student Council president, Manuel Chavez, HEP
stitution. He studied the
Beau, and Rosie Valdez, sweetheart.

An "appreciation banquet" honoring Dr. Ralph
Schilling, PAU president,
for his 21 years of service
to the university Is being
held to faculty, staff and
administration. Tickets can
be purchased for $10 from
any school dean. depart-

ment head or immediate
supervisor.
"It is the wishes of the
faculty, staff and administration," Garcia explained, "to honor a man
who had had many accomplish men ts--a man
who has been at the helm

of many good things. We
want his last months here
at PAU to be ones of dignity and respect."

Students Celebrate Valentine's Day

Or. Ralph Schilling -

PAU President

Instructor Rejects Appointment
economic development fered the job. One of his
between the U.S. and recommendations for the
Mexico and he researched job came from Brookings
economic problems along Institution.
He would have been a
the border from Brownsville to San Diego, Califor- liaison for Vice President
nia. He found out that the Bush to other congresMexican economy has s iona I committees. A
some affect on the group of economists would
American economy, like have served under him.
"This position was earnthe peso devaluation.
"Working in this Institu- ed on merit and it has
tion was based on merit nothing to do politically, I
and It has no political con- would have been an
nection with it," said Dr. econoCardenas," This was a big mist, not a political
honor for me, Pan Ameri- adviser," Dr. Cardenas
can University and the Rio said, he would have
Grande Valley." Futher- recommended policy matmore, he was the first Mex- ters to Congress and the
ican American to sit on this Executive branch. The adcommittee. "I worked with ministration would not
the highest economic have limited his research or
policy makers in the United feedback; he said he would
States," Dr. Cardenas be able to express his opinions to them. In addition,
said.
He specialized in areas he knew it would be difof Manpower policy, labor ficult to agree totally with
economicis, and collective the Reagan Administrabargining. He testified on tion.
these issues and others in
The big advantage of
many Senate sub-commit- taking this position was the
tees headed by Texas fact that it would have
Senator Lloyd Bentsen.
been a four year job.
This vast amount of ex- However; at the end of
perience put him in posi- that time, the present adtion for the new Chief ministration could lose the
Economist position. Dur- next election and he would
ing the Christmas break, be removed from his post.
he received a phone call "It has good and bad
from Washington and "I aspects,.. Cardenas ~aid
was caught completely off "Also, It was a challenging
guard." He was Interview- job, but hecuase ,,1 rny
ed twice for the position creditab lity. 1 felt i:r..,p,wd
before he was officially of- for the positim "

'
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Andy's Annotate

Concert F t·Llt 11res Soloist Commentary
Noisy Library
Clive Amor, associate Amor will conduct a

IObservatory Question;

I

Alm~I all of•• at one Hme at anothe, ha.,, ga,ed

§ at the stars with the unaided eye. With the use of a §

~ telescope we can percieue much more. Pan American ~

E Unluersity has on observatory which Is l~ted on the E
~ eastern side of the campus. Dr. J. F Nichols vice- i
§ president for academic affairs said that the ob~er- ~
i vatory was closed In 1972 due to an Insufficient ~
E amount of graduates." Students selected at random E
i were asked if the observatory should be reopened? i

I

concertmaster of the San
Antonio Symphony Orchestra, will appear as
soloist with the Pan
American UniversityValley Symphony Feb. 24,
at 8 p.m. in the PAU Fine
Arts Auditorium.
Amor, a native of India,
will perform Concerto No.
2 in D Minor by
Wieniawski. He was born
in Bombay and grew up in
London. He is a graduate
of the Eastman School of
Music in Rochester, New
York. His teacher while in
Rochester was Carroll
Glenn, one of America's
foremost violinists. Glenn
and Amor have performed
Bela Bartok's Duos for
violins and have recorded
the Ysaye Sonata for two
violins on the Musical
Heritage label. He is first
violinist with the Galliard
String Quartet and has performed programs in the
Carnegie Recital Hall and
Lincoln Center Library.
While in Edinburg,
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Salvador Abrego of Rio Grande City said, "I think it E
~ should be re-opened since it belongs to the students." ~
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master class for young
Valley violinists. The
master class, which will be
held at 12:30 Feb. 24 in
the PAU Fine Arts
Auditorium. is sponsored
by the South Texas Symphony Association. His appearance with the symphony is jointly sponsored
by STSA and the PAU
Music Department.
At Tuesday's concert,
the orchestra, under the
direction of Dr. Carl Seale,
will also perform the
Barber of Seville Overture
by Rossini, the finale to
Death and Transfiguration
by Richard Strauss, Fanfare for the Common Man
and An Outdoor Overture
by Aaron Copland and
Serenade for Winds by
Richard Strauss.
This concert is presented
by Pan American University in cooperation with the
South Texas Symphony
Association. Admission is
$2.50. Tickets will be
available at the door.

Anthology Planned
A collection of art and
writings by PAU students
will be published i11 April
through the combined efforts of the English Club
and the Art Club.
Ms. Jan Seale of the
English Department will act
as faculty adviser for the
project. Poems , short
stories, and short essays by
students are solicited.
Manuscripts should be
typed double-space and
turned in to the English
Department office, second
floor of the L.A. building.
For the art work, ink
drawings are preferred but
other kinds will be considered. Art work should
be turned in to the Art
Department office in the
Fine Arts Complex. All
submissions, both writing

and art, must be clearly
marked with the student's
name, address, telephone
number and social security
number. A short biography
containing three or four
facts about the contributor
should be submitted with
the work.
The deadline for submitting work is March 10.
Publication Is expected
near the end of the
semester. Copies will be
available for students to
purchase at that time.
Commenting on the
project, Seale said, "PAU
has a wealth of talent
among its students. Last
year's anthology was very
successful and we anticipate this year's book being even larger and include
more of this talent."

Interview List
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Letter To The Editor:
As one who is attending
Pan American University
for the sole purpose of
learning and obtaining an
education, I try to use my
time efficiently. Between
and after classes, I go to
the library to study. No
matter which floor I go to, I
find it hard to study
because people are always
talking. This talking is not
occasional comments or
questions, but hour long
conversations filled with
laughter and giggles. I find
it hard to believe I am the
only person bothered by
these thoughtless people. I

19 Dresser lndustriesMacgobar Div

~

19 Bakersfield (CA) City Public Schools

Sandra Tanguma from Houston stated, "I think the ~
ii observatory should be open for the use and benefit of §
~ the students."
~

~

~

~
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Calbert Garcia of Edinburg said, "I think they ~
E should re-open the observatory. because It I~ restrlc· §
~ ting access to the students (n furthering their educa; §
§ tlon. If students want to use ,t they should be able to.
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19 Chubb Group of Insurance Co.
19 Getty Oil Co.
19&20 Weslaco I.S.D.
20 University of
Wisconsin
20 University of
Wyoming
24 State Comptroller
25 Caterpillar Tractor
Co.
25&26 Goose Creek
26 Conoco, Inc.
26 Bowling Green
(Ohio) State Univ.

Kim A. Botkin
Pau Freshman

Activity Calendar
FEB 19
10:25-11:25 UFWSSC

11:45-12:30 BSU 307A
5:30-9:30 DZ's 306
LAllO
306A
10:30-11:30 VETS 5:30-7:00 PKT Lit Sis
Wlky
305,305A
10:35-11:35 Latter-Day
FEB.24
Saints 306A
2:00-12:00 UCPC LRC
10:45-11 :45 UCPC 10:25-11:35 LAE LA
Binn
125
10:25-11:30 ICC 305A 10:25-11:35 Pre Med,
10:25-11:25 BSU 307
Bio Med SB 118
10:30-11:30 VETS 306 10:35-11:35 Latter-Day
10:30-11:30 ISA 307A
Saints 307A
10:30-11:30 ISA 307A
10:45• 11 :45 UCPC
2:30-4:15 HEP 306. Blrm
306A
10:30-11:30 Acct Soc
10:35-11:35 UMCM BA 118
Chapel
10:25-11:25 SNEA ED.
7:00-9:00 PAUSA Cafe 119

7 :00-9:00 Acct Club BA

Aud.
FEB.20
11 :45-12 :30
BSU
BSUC
FEB. 22
6:30-9:00 APO 305
5:30-7:00 APO 306
5:30-7:00 APO 306
4:30-6:30 PKT 306A
4:30-6:30 PKT Pledges
307
5:30-7:30 K. Sig 305A
6:00-10:00 KD's 305A
FEB. 23
11 :45-12:30
BSU
BSUC

FEBRUARY

~

am getting real tired of suffering during these
people's social hour. Since
there are plenty of places
to talk all over campus. including a lounge on each
floor of the library, why do
some people have to talk
where others are trying to
study? Maybe all talkers
could go to one floor of the
library and leave the other
floors for those trying to
work. There has to be
some way those who want
to study can do so.

10:25-11:25 BSU 307
10:30-11:30 IVCP 305
6:30-8:00 BSU BSUC
7:00-9:00 PAUSA Blrm
10:25-11:25 TKE 305A
10:25-11:25 TKE 306
10:25-11:30 Camp
Alumni 306A

FEB.25
7:00-10:00 IVCP LRC
107
11:00-1:00 BSU BSUC
6:00-9:30 IK 305, 305A
2:00-12:00 UCP LRC
Med.
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Veterans Sponsor
Recruitment Drive
A recruitment driue will be sponsored by the
Veteran's Club today during activity period In front of
the Snack Bar.

The Pan American I• a publication of Pan American
Unlver•lty Publications, Emilia Hall 100. Edinburg,
Texa■ 78539. It Is published each Thur•d•11 except during examination• and hollda11• under the Dlvlalon of Student Affairs, Dr. Mike Nevarez. vice preetdent; and Hany
Quin, advlaer. View■ presented are tho■e of the writer
and do not neceuarll11 reRect those of the Unlver•lty admlnl•tratlon. Subscription price b11 mall la S3 a year of
S 1.50 a semester. Contributions and lelt'!!r• to the editor
■hould be submitted the Friday prior to publlcatlon.
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Cla'!t~lfl~d rate I• 20 cent•• Une -,uh•
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,...1,i., In •dvenc.e Bring Ad ~opy l o Th.l'ao An,..,lcan. EmlUa Hall 100 lnad•
Hnr I~ F riday ftOon To eettm••• co11t
I t ...,m,m K,uJ~,n du"I /\M f M c oun1 30 let1er1, •nd •P•c•• to • IIM
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Professor Invited To National Conference
Dr. Bill Arnold, coordinator and associate professor in the Mental
Health/Human Service
Program, has been invited
to participate in a mental
health conference in Atlanta this March.
The conference entitled,
"Training Mental Health
Workers: Needs and Strategies for the 1980's," is

EDINBURG, TEXAS PAGE 3
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being hosted by the
Southern Regional Education board under a faculty
development grant received from the National Institute of Mental Health.
Among those addressing
the conference will be the
director of the Division of
Manpower Development
Arnold has been select-

ed to lead groups of faculty
from other colleges and
universities in the United
States in a exploration of
major issues and challenges involved in training
mental health workers.
Additionally, he has been
asked to present a
workshop on screening,
counseling, and retaining
mental health students.

Chemistry Major Selected For State Honor
Jose Moli, senior che- selects a senior student
mistry major from Mc- from each of the major colAllen, has been selected as leges and universities of
one of the outstanding the state and honors them
graduating seniors of with an award banquet.
Texas. A letter from Dr.
Walter Abbott of the Texas The student selected, acchapter of the American companied by the program
Institute of Chemists has who nominated him, atbeen received by the tend the banquet where he
Department of Chemistry becomes an associate
informing the department member of the Institute.
and Moli of his selection.
The selection Is based on
The American Institute GPA , research, activities
of Chemists each year and promise of success in

the field. Moli has a GPA
of 3. 97. He has been accepted to the Universi!Y of
Texas Medical Branch at
San Antonio for the fall
semester of 1981,
Moli is the son of Dr.
and Mrs. J ose Moli of
McAllen. His nomination
was submitted by Professor
Andres Estrada, a fellow of
the American Institute of
Chemists.

By SANDRA BARBOSA

Breaking with tradition is
never easy for a person.
Heartache and anguish
follow the person from
without and within.
Family tradition is the
hardest to break away
from. Years of family pride
is invested In the tradition.
The Jazz Singer' is a
movie of one man's struggle against family tradition
to achieve his lifelong
desire, that of becoming a
famous singer.
For his acting debut,
singer/songwriter Neil Diamond chose and fulfills a
remarkable acting part.
Diamond plays Jess Robin
who comes from a long
line of Jewish Cantors or
chief songers of the
religious service in a
synagogue.
Church
members, but especially
J ess's father expects Jess
to take over as Cantor
when the time comes.

'The Jazz Singer'
What occurs when Jess
chooses his dream over
family tradition is, 'The Jazz
Singer.'
Laurence Olivier, famed
English actor , added
another brilliant performance to his already long
list of credits as Cantor
Robinovitch. Olivier's cries
of pain over Jess's break
from tradition are heartrending. His performance is so
true to life that I believed
him to be an aging Jewish
Cantor.
Rounding ou t the

movie's list of stars is Lucie
Arnaz as Molly Bell, Jess's
outspoken manager and
lover. Fresh from a Neil
Simon Broadway hit, Arnaz gives her part the bite
and spark it needs to show
off her growing acting
abilities.
Enhancing 'The Jazz
Singers' memorable story
is Neil Diamond's soul
melting musical score.
My only question for the
movie is, why is it called,
The Jazz Singer' when no
Jazz is sung or played?

ALONE & PREGNANT?
Need someone to talk to?
CALL

Catholic Charities
ask for Mary Kay
787-00::S3x263
Hidalgo County

399-3256
Cameron County

ASPA Organizes Local Chapter
blems they might en- growth rate of 12 per cent
counter in their working per year. ASPA also
environment. Advisers for operates a job referral serASPA are Dr. Wilson and vice for members who are
relocating and employers
Doug Bartley.
The national ASPA who have positions to fill.
chapter was founded in
Students interested in
1948. It represents almost joining ASPA are invited to
The student ASPA 20,000 practioners in attend an ASPA meeting
chapter received its na- business, government and
Feb. 26 at 7:30 p.m. at
tional charter on Jan. 30 at on college campuses with a on
BA-110&.
the Holidome/Holiday Inn
at McAllen, presented by
~
the national president o~
~~~~
ASPA, John Strandsquist.
__ • _..,
Officers of the Pan
American ASPA chapter
BARBER
are George Okall,president; Joni Rathert,
&
secretary; Leoonel de los
HAIRSTYLING
Santos.treasurer; and
Gloria Tafolla.historian.
phone for an appoJntment
The American Society
for Personnel Administration, ASPA, is just getting
organized on campus according to Marta Tafolla,
publicity chairman for the
group.

'4,

The purpose of ASPA is
383-9012
to help those individuals
520 E. UNIVERSITY
Interested in personnel
EDINBURG
careers find out what pro- , ~!!!!!!!'~----~!!!!'!!!!!!!!!~~~~~~~~~~'!
pen Daily 9•9;
CloHd Sund•yl

-
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AUTO CENTER

fUN AND GAMES For All Persons Eighteen
(18) Years Old And Over.

LUBE OIL AND FILTER SPECIAL

FUN AND GAMES

• Your Choice of K-Mart Brand or Major Brand Oil
• l • K -Mart Brand Oil Filter
FOR ONLY $8.88
• Complete Chais Lubrication
• Brake Fluid ,f needed
2802 S. HWY. 281
• Any Additional Services Extra
381-5284

OFFER EXPIRES FEB. 22, 1981

• Pool Tables
0 Electronic Games
• Video Machines
• Pin Ball
• Dancing
• Wine & Spirits

Edinbur Onl

HOURS OF OPERATION
Monday thru Saturday
4 P.M. to 2 A.M.
STUDY ON LATIN AMERICA

• So says the VA ...

ZOONIES
By Ctllg uggen

I"M (,ONNII

To AV
VA f,UARA
ii-lEIR

Witness Season
First Presbyterian Church
300 West Cano, Edinburg
Discussion on border concerns.
guest Rev. Richard B. Cook Mission Dept. Director
National Farm Worker Ministry

February 22

KURV710/AM
Contact nearest 'i A office (check your
phone book) or a local vete1ans group.

6:00P.M.

Sunday 9 to 9:30 A.M

"HAPPY HOUR"
Monday thru Friday
4 P.M. to 8 P.M.
Drinks At Discounted
Prices
SPACE DEMANDS
FOR THIS EXPANSION
Require the Restaurant
Operation Be Discontinued
For Noon & Evening
Service

PAGE 4
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Checks Unclaimed

(

It seems to the Financial aid olfice s ~ that many
students at Pan American University do not need or
want money.
Each year the students submit appllcatiom for
.financial aid, are awarded various grants, loans, or
scholarships, and are given designated tlmea to pick
up their checks. Yet they don't come by to get their
money.
The Financial Aid olfice, after disbursement the
week of Feb. 9-13. sH/1 has many unclalmedftnanclal
aid checks. Students who have not picked up checks
should do so Immediately. These checks wlll not be
held much longer, according to Director Sylvia Lujan.

At the Jan. 30 meeting of the Coordinating Board of
Texas College and University System, Dr. Ralph
Schilling was notified that authorization to offer a
Bachelor of Science Degree In Nursing was granted.
The proposed program ls for RN's only and bullds
on to an associate or diploma In nursing.
Jerry Stamper, department head of Nursing, says
that the target date for accepting student. Is the fall
semester of 1982. Final approval from· the Texas
Board of Nurse Examiners and a monetarv appropriation by the state legislature Is stlll pending.

IVursing Jf'orkshop Set
The PAU Department of Nursing Education wlll
sporaor an educaHonal workshop entitled "Physical
Assessment" -The Nursing Approach on March 5-6.
The program ls limited to 20 registered nurses who
may need to use element5 of physical asseument In
their practice. John Lantz, RN., from the University of
Texas at El Paso School of Nursing wlll lead the program. To reserve space or to request a brochure call
Jerry Stamper at 381-3495.

FREE

.~----------------,
\Tl

"Students are encouraged to attend the second annual 'Meet the Deans' seminar at the Faculty Lounge
Activity Period Feb. 26," said Larry Garcia, UCPC
president. The event Is sponsored by UCPC.
Garcia said that students are encouraged to ask the
administration questions about any range of Issues
from the car pool status to the alcohol-beverage
license and program.
"This ls the best chance I know where you can meet
the administrators who govern our student life," Garcia said.

Pregnancy Test
2110 N. 10th St.

CONFIDENTIAL COUNSELiNG

McAll~n. Teuis

Klink• S h0pplng C~nter

TERMl~ATION OF PREGNANCY
BIRTH CONTROL INFORMATION

The Biggest selection in the Valley of

$29.00

ALL CALLS CONFIDENTIAL

~

Treasure Hills Womens'
Center

Bass Sandals, from

-cont. from pg. 1

Superior Oil Company,
Merck, Sharp & Dohme
CPA's Temple 1.S.D.,
Milwaukee Public Schools,
Texas A&M University
Graduate College, Mobil
Oil Corporation, Texas Army National Guard, National Park Service-Padre
Island National Seashore,
Texas Employment Commission, North Forest
l.S.D., Houston, Texas
Employment Commission
W.l.N . Office, Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co.
CPA's, Texas Department
of Health , Pharr-San
Juan-Alamo l.S.D., Texas
Department of Human
Resources-Edinburg,
Reliable Life lnsruance
Co., Rio Grande City
C.l.S.D., Texas Department of Public Safety, also
the Rio Grande Council-Boy Scouts of America,
Texas Instruments, San
Antonio I S.D . Texas
Merit System Council,
Sears, Roebuck & Co.,
Texas Parks & Wildlife
Department, Texas Rehabilitation Commission.

Bronc Bulletins
Nursing Progran1 Granted

UCPC Sponsors
'Meet The Deans' Seminar

Career
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At career day students
need to discuss with their
respective representatives
steps they need to take to
become marketable for
future jobs.

"Sharon"

Li SUNJUNS®

428-6242

--------------~--------------------~

GE
FRESH START
ON LUNCH.

The Tropical Texas
Center for MH/ MR, U.S
Air Force. U.S., Army
Recuriting, U.S Army
Reserve , U.S. Border
Patrol, U.S. fish & Wildlife
Service Office for Equal
Opportunity, U.S. Department of Agriculture-Office
of Inspector General-1n v es tig at ions,
U.S.
Department of JusticeDrug Enforcement Administration, U.S. Department of Labor Bureau of
Labor Statisitcs, U.S.
Treasury Department-Bureau of Alchochol ,
Tobacco & Firearms, US
General Accounting Office. U.S Navy Recuriting
Station, University of
Texas at Austin-School of
Business, Victoria I.S D..
W'"ldham School System
Texas Department of corrections and the Zale Co!poration.
Also Mission I .S.D .
Progreso I. S. D , Texas
Rehdbilitation Commission. Waco IS.D., Aldine
I.S D , and the Federal
Aviation Administration
from McAllen . Approximately 4 75 invitations
have been sent out.
..

You don I have 10 seule for a lunch
rha1 s cooked and wa1t1n.l{.
Cut out this coupon and com<· m
Whataburger· ~caus<: \\e rc wanin,i: w
s1ar1 cuokin~ 1usr for )'OU For lunl°h. or
dinner, or when<:ver you w.i.nr a fresh.
1u1cy Wharabur>o:t."r, somL hoc, UI\IW
0

tr<:nch Ines. and a frost) cold Jrm~
So comt." on in ro Wharahur>o:er and
lcr's ,:er surred. And 1f you'll hnn~ alon,11
rhis coupon. we'll srarr somcrhin,i: for
rou free'
We II hL· wJ111n,i: Bur don t worr). we
won c \I.If! wirhouc you.

WHATABURGfll

1------------------------------------7

!
I
I
II

I

I

I
l

Free French Fries

One free small order of french fries with this coupon
PleaM preaent coupon to caahler when ordering. Limit one coupon per cuatomer.

COUPON REDEEMABLE AT WHATABURGER NUMBER 60, EDINBURG
OFFER EXPIRES FEBRUARY 25, 1981

WlfATABURGER
~buildabi,_rbdkrbufller.

-----------~--------------~---------
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Honor Students Plan Trip

(

On April 16, a band of
eighteen Honors Council
students under the direction of David L. Carter,
PAU philosophy teacher
and Earl Frankenburger,
PAU English teacher, will
start a four day adventure
to Big Bend National Park.

English Club Sponsors l'untest

National Park System to
the students" said Carter.
Carter and Frankenberger
are both avide campers
who are quite used to living out under the stars and
both have visited most of
this countries national
parks.
"I was introduced to
camping my freshman year
in college when a group
like this one went camping
and I've been hooked ever
since," said Frankenburger. He also said that
the students will be encouraged to leave the
world they used to and enjoy this new world of no

This third Honor's Retreat of the year will be to
study the topic "Nature
and Todays man." Leaving by either vans or cars, it
has yet to be decided, the
students will encounter
four days of nature with
only the bare essentials.
"I want to introduce our

Lost Anything?
Have you ever been in
such a state of confusion
that you lost everything
that comes in contact with
your hands? Well, theirs an
answer to that problem.
According to the Traffic
and Security Office on
campus, there are many
articles in the lost and
found section of their office.
Among some of the articles that have been found
are license plates, who
probably belonged to some
careless car owner. But
then again they could have
easily been stolen. The
next item up in line are a
pair of upper dentures that
have one cavity on the left
moler and have a front
tooth chipped off. If this
does not fit the description
of your dentures no need
to file a report. Another
unusual article that probably isn"t found in any
other lost and found at a
school campus is a biblical
statue. Accompaning the
statue are fifty-nine pairs of
glasses along with purses
that range from new to ancient relics.
But the strangest of all
the articles are the marriage licenses that appear
in the glass show-case.
Now who would lose a
thing like that! Well I guess
times have changed and
marriage licenses are a
thing of the past. As for the

rest of the articles that are
shown in the showcase,
their are bathingsuits,
scarfs, tennies, billfolds
and combination locks.
Valuable articles such as
fine jewelry is placed within
theconfines of the chief officer. Other valuable articles arewatches, tape
decks andwallets with
money found in them.
A lot of times, articles
that are lost in a certain
building are never turned
in to the lost and found but
instead stay within the offices of thast building. So
your best bet in recovering
a lost items is to check with
thebuilding that the item
was lost.
In order to recover an
item, one must afile a
report. If the articles is
ound, the item must be
identified in detail before
the article is released.

electricity, cars or air conditioners!
For the trip, the students
are getting together twice
with their sponsors to
discuss what they will need
to take in the form of food
and what they will actually
be doing on the retreat.
For now, it looks as if the
students and faculty will
share open fire pit or colman stoves, with only the
basic foods. There will be a
central camp from which
the group can go hicking if
they wish or just stay and
enjoy the camp area. Tennis shoes, old cloths, and
back packs will comprise

the students wardrobe.
With the readings,
Freeman Tilden's "The National Parks" and Edward
Abbey's "Deser Solitaire:
Season in the Wilderness,"
the group will be open to
all types of discussion probably touching oh many
different topics. The format
is being left open and lost
for the very purpose of
breaking down teacher and
student barriers. It will be
an enlightlng weekend for
all concerned. Frankenbvurger said, "It is difficult to
ago to Big Ben and not
discuss important things."

,--------------------'------,
ZOONIES
So says the VA...
By Craig Leggett
r'M ~t-JN~ SEl.\-

l

The English Club is
sponsoring an essay contest featuring the works of
John Gardner, a major
American author who will
visit the PAU campus April

be typewritten, doublespaced, and no more than
10 pages. They should be
turned in to the English office on or before April 15.

21

Winners will be announced
April 21, the day of the
Gardner visit. The judges
will be a panel of English
instructors and club
members. Entries will be

Prizes of $75 each will
be awarded for the best
student essay on John
Gardner from lower division {freshman and
sophomore), upper divi- judged on the basis of
sion 0unior and senior) originality of thought, use
and graduate students.
of material. and aptness of
expression. The club reEssays should deal with serves the right to withhold
some aspect of Gardner's the award if no suitable enwritings. Manuscripts must try is submitted.

,r
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Ad Studio ONE

631-1371

1203 1/2 Erle • McAllen
(directly South of the downtown Post Office.)

THE MONTHLY MIDWEEK
CHEAP DATE
Dinner & Movie
$3.00 person
$5.00 couple
Feb. 25, 1981
7:30 p.m.
Movie: "Barrabas"
starring Anthony Quinn
Plate: Fajita Tacos
at THE CAMPUS MINISTRY CENTER
1615 W . Kuhn
PUBLIC WELCOME!
Sponsored by:
UNITED METHODIST CAMPUS MINISTRY

The Valley's Best,
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OPPORTUNITIES WITH THE
VICTORIA PUBLIC SCHOOLS

The public schools in Victoria,
Texas, wlll have a limited numbe, of
vacancies for the 1981-82 school
year. Interviews will be conducted on
the Pan American University campus
at the placement office on March 5
and 6. Interested parties should contact the placement office for an interview time.
The victoria schools have a good
salary schedule. provide free hospitalization and life insurance, and offer
excellent facilities in which to work.
For additoonal Information, write;
Victoria Public Schools, P. 0. Box
1759. Victoria. Texas 77901.
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"THE STEROIDS"
Fashion show by Hinojosa Productions
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Featuring latest in Punk Clothing

~
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$1.00 drinks from 8-11

§=~
§

~

Cover $1.00

~
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8 P.M. to 2 A.M.
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Broncs Down UNO;
Three Games Remain
Smith was overheard to
say to his assistant that the
referee implied he was acting like a bandit.
Despite the halftime lead
by the Privateers, 34-31,
the Broncs emerged the
vitors primarily because of
numerous free throws in
the second half even
though Pan Am get ahead
of the Privateers' 36 by a
single point at 17:44; the
visiting team was not able
to catch up. Following the
one point lead.
Pan Am put the game's
first two on the board via
twenty foot shot from the
side assisted by Mike Carroll. Kenneth Green's driving eight foot shot provided the Broncs their next
score.
The game continued
rather evently throughout
the remaining first half
desiplte the UNO lead at
the end of the first half.
The Broncs' accuracy also seems to have improved
Broncs 17 days earlier through the season with
shots in this game from as
56-66 in New Orleans.
However,
Smith's far as 23 feet (by Cole)
coaching duties were tem- from all parts of the court.
porarily severed with 2:52
left in the game with a nine
point trailing margin when
the referee declared three
technical fouls for a back
talk and personally
escorted Smith off the
court.
Before his final exit,
Smith whipped out his
handkerchief and used it as
a bandana, cocking his
fingers in a gun fashion.
Why the colorful exit?

Coach Don Smith escorted his University of
New Orleans privateers
onto the court here Monday in hopes of getting
even with the Pan
American University
Broncs having lost to !he

Bronc

Sports

The Broncs now stand 1510.
Cole led the Broncs with
20 points in the game
followed by Carroll and
Green with 18. Glasper
followed with 15.
Hitting 14 of 29 shots,
the Broncs ended the
game with 48 percent,
while UNO managed 60
percent.
"If we can on hang and
win the last three
(games)," said Pan Am
coach Bill White, "we'll be
right on the borderline, (for
the invitation)."
The Broncs finish their
season March 2 and, if
they win the remaining
games on the schedule
they may have a chance
for the invitational bid.
The remaining games include a North Texas State
University game in Denton, a home game against
Nichols State University
and the final game in the
Pan American Field House
against North Texas State
University.

-
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PRIVATEER COACH
EJECTED--After verbally disagreeing with the

Track,Field
Dateline
Announced

-

The Health and Physical
Education Department announce the Warriors as the
first place winners of the intramural co-recreational
volleyball followed by
A P.O. No. 1.
The Warriors team consists of George Garcia,
Mile Carreon, Ceeo
Godinez, Mary Cruz,
Isabel Flores, Cipriano
Gallardo Samuel Zapata
and Lupe Garza.
In third place was CAMP
and in fourth was A.P.O.
No. 2.
The Intramural office is
now taking applications for
Track and Field, only official entry forms will be
honored.

SPECIAL EDUCATION
TEACHERS & SPEECH THERAPISTS
Brownsville Independent School District will be interviewing for the

81-82 school year on Thursday, March 5, 1981.

Brownsville I.S.D. offers
• Career oriented employment
• Professional development opportunities
• Equal employment opportunity
• Credit Union
• $10,000 group life insurance
• Group health insurance
• Professional liability insurance
• Attractive climate and geography
• Competitive salaries
Contact your Teacher Placement
Service, or write or call:

~22 112 E. University
Edinburg
383-9035

Ronald Schraer, Ph.D
Director of Special Services
or Becky Parker
1102 E. Madison
Brownsville , TX 78520
(512) 546-0411 or 546-3101. ext. 213

referee, New Orleans
Head Coach Don Smith
gets the an early trip to
the showers after being
assessed with three
consecutive technical
fouls. His early departure had no affect on
the final score as Pan
Am won 75-65.
COLE DRIVES HARD

FOR THE BASKET••
With the Broncs trailing
by three points in the
second half, Ruben
Cole goes airborne in
an attempt to slam
dunk the ball. Lester
Beans (30) later t:,locked the slam attempt,
but he fouled the high
flying Cole in the process.
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Pitcher, Catchers
Prepare For Lamar
Next WeekAtBeaumont
Just two men return off PAU's 1980 baseball pitching staff,that means the Broncs graduated eight
pitchers who posted a combined total of 41 victories. Those returning are Alan Maria (12-3) and
Milton Ondrack (8-2).
Two squad members who didn't pitch in games
as freshmen, David Gomillion and Mike Tristin ,
also return .
Promising newcomers keep the Broncs dreaming
big with ten possible arms that will have a shot at
the 63 scheduled games.
New members on the pitching staff include Danny Roma, Carlos Hidalgo, Danny King, Johnny
Wallen, Ray Hill, Ivan Torres and Tony Fischer,
Arnold Tristan , Paulino Morin, Charles Mclead
and Reggie Morg_a n.

The Pan American University baseball Broncs
have a flock of new faces at every other position
and the catching corp may have to carry much of
the load. Four veteran players return to provide a
stronghold behind the plate as they are joined by
four other younger catchers giving this spot much
depth.
Peters is coming back strong after the arm
surgery"that sidelined him last year. Prior to his stint
with Pan Am, Peters played two years at Seminole
Junior College in Oklahoma which ranked No. 3 in
the nation. He hit .313 with eight home runs.
Tommy Donigan, Tony Gasaway and last year's
third baseman, Rick Haley will return after Donigan
and Gasaway caught the bulk of Pan Am's 79
games last year following veteran catcher }Sen
Peters' arm surgery in 1980.
Doniga1;.i:as a sophomore, hit .342, driving in 16
ru1\s-wjth :t5 hits.
Gasaway also stepped in and did the job after
Pet~rs was injured. Gasaway shared the job with
Donigan hitting .310 with 31 hits and 14 RBI.
Haley, proved himself a clutch hitter in 1980
because his 17 hits produced 16 RBI.
Francis (Pancho) Ubert, Kelly Smith, Basilio
Martinez and Eddie Edwards provide the back up
for the veteran Broncs as they learn the rooes
Redshirted last season at Pan Am, Hubert
returns after being a football and baseball AllDistrict performer in high school.
The Broncs can also boast of having Monterey
High's (Lubbock) Most Valuable Player. Smith hit
.444 with 41 RBI and battled on a team that battled
for the state finals.
Martinez is a freshman from Temple. He hit .508
as a senior and earned All-State honors for a state
championship team.
Making All-District twice while at Ray High
School in Corpus Christi, Edwards comes to Pan
Am hitting .306 and .401 as a designated hitter.

\

I

Fischer posted 5-0 and 9-1 records in two solid
season at Easterfield JC.
Arnold Tristan pitched well for Texas Southmost
JC. While Morin pitched a 7-4 record for the bidistrict champions including a no hitter against
Flour Bluff, and could develop into an NCAA
moundsman.
Mclead pitched steadily for Northwood JC after
earning nine high school letters in three sports.
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Every Friday Nite
WHITE FLOUR

PATOS

Patn Atn Nite
Disco Entertaintnent
Show your Pan Am ID Card

For faster service
call in order

3-2432

• Gift
Wrapping
• Engraving

Hill, a junior from Houston, pitched well for
MacArthur High and Wharton JC.
Torres pitched an 8-4 record a Central Arizona
~C and shows potential of stepping in and helping
m 1981 at Pan Am, as do all the junior-college
newcomers.

T~E~E~T£
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February Special
Beef Quisado
2 Enchiladas
Spanish Rice
Rancho Beans
2 Tortillas
tor only $2.49

ONDWATCHE
EJEWELRY
R All OCCASI

Wallen showed potential with a 1.30 ERA and
4-3 record for Southeastern Illinois JC.

i"'"""'"'""'""""""""""""'"""""""l .: ~ ~ "'""""'"'""'"'""'"""""""""'""""""""'"'"j
PITCHING STAFF-•These
15 pitchers hold the key to
the Pan American University baseball season.
Standing are Danny Roma, Charles Mclead, Danny King, Alan Maria, Ray
Hill, Milton Ondracek,
David Gomillion and
Johnny Wallen. Kneeling
are Carlos Hidalgo, Ivan
Torres, Paulino Morin,
Mike Tristan, Tony
Fischer, Arnold Tristan
and Reggie Morgan. The
Broncs open their season
Saturday and Sunday,
playing doubleheaders in
Beaumont against Lamar
University.

BACKSTOP BRIGADE·

EDINBURG, TEXAS PAGE 7
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Maria topped the 1980 Broncs with his 12 wins
threw three shutouts and posted an excellent 2.18
ERA in 99 innings. Ondracek pitched a solid 2.81
ERA and ranked second on the strong staff with his
70 strikeouts. He also will be counted upon as a
mainstay of the rebuilt staff.
Gomillion shows potential, coming back from an
injured arm, holds a 13-4 record with 130
strikeouts and 0.65 ERA as a high school senior.
Tristan also learned a lot as a freshmn squadman
on a strong pitching staff.
Roma helped pitch Pima JC of Arizona into the
regional playoffs with a 6-3 record as an AllConference pitcher.
Hidalgo pitched McLennan JC of Waco to the
1980 JC World Series with his 10-4 record after going 7-2 as a freshman.
King managed a 7-3 and 4-3 at Garden City JC
in Kansas. His ERA's were 1.98 and 1.21.

383-0725
Across from Pan Am.

Eat at El Palo
VALLEY WIDE
2 locations/McAllen, Mission
, Harlin en & Brownsville

and pay only $1 cover charge

=~==_
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Writer To Visit PAU
John Gardner, one of ed and best selling The
the country's "foremost Sunlight Di a l ogues,
contemporary writers," will critics everywhere hailed
be on the PAU campus the emergence of John
April 21. Dr. Bob Dowell, Gardner as "a major
dean of the School of American writer whose
Humanities, said Gardner promise for the future now
has accepted an invitation seems unlimited." (The
to appear as part of the New York Times)
Living Author Series.
Events
tentatively
Gardner, a resident of scheduled for Gardner's
Binghamton, New York. visit include a general adteaches English at New dress at activity period,
York State University.
and autographing session
at 4 p.m. and a reading
Dowell said that Gard- followed by a question and
ner is not only a prolific answer period at 8 p.m.
writer, but a versatile one Further details of planned
as well. His extensive events will be furnished at
credits include novels such a later date by Dr. Dowell,
as Nicke l Mountain and who is now in the process
October Light, scholarly of finalizing the arworks such as The Life rangements.
and Times of Chaucer
Margaret Drabble,
and an epic poem, Jason English novelist, was
and Madeia. He is cur- previously schedules to
rently working on a book visit Pan American on her
three-week tour of the
of short stories.
With the publication in United States; however,
1972 or his widely acclaim- the tour has been cancell-

Conference Pending
There is some doubt as
to if and when a leadership
conference will be held this
semester According to Dr.
Gilberto de los Santos,
dean of students, there will
be one; however, the date
and location is still
undecided.
Debbie Thomas, coordinator of student activities, says that it is too
late in the semester to plan
and have a successful conference.
Ralph Magana, president of Stusent government, was unavailable for
comment; however, another member of the student government said that
it was still uncettain.
Dean de los Santos
spoke very highly of last
se m esters confe rence,
which had over 100 participants. These students,
two from every organization on camp us, participated in discussions
which included parliamentary procedure, organizational goals, balancing
records, and other group
discussions. Dr. de los
Santos remarked on how
the organizations on campus have improved since

the conference and is
easier to see another one
soon.

technologies

The A ir Force can help.
We offer som e of t he
finest t echnical training in the w orld. Find

UCPC P lans Talent Show

I

UCPC is sponsoring the ftnJt annual talent ex•
trauaganza show. The show will be May with a preshow sample April 30 during activity period In the UCcircle. The entry deadline Is March 6.
All Interested persons, groups, fraternities,
sororities and associations s ho uld submit their ap•
pllcatlons ro Terilu Stamper at the UCPC o./flce in
UC-303 or to Debbie Thomas In UC-205.

Co-op Opportunities Available
The Cooperative Education Program has many coop working opportunities
for ambitious individuals.
Romulo Martinez, director
for cooperative education,
said, "It gives individuals a
chance to explore a career,
make money, and at the
same time recieve college
credit." Students who pursue a career now are in
much better shape than
upon graduation.

On Feb. 27, Farmers
Home Adminstration will
interview accounting, CIS
and economics majors for
positions in Texas and
Washington,D.C. And on
March 6, the USDA, Office
of Inspector General will
interview criminal justice
majors for positions in
Temple, Texas.
Other companies that ha
ve arranged for interviews
are listed in the Co-op office, UC-111.

KEYS MAOE

LOCKS CHANGED ()q REPAIRED

ELROD'S MOBILE LOCK SHOP
1307 S 91h ST

BONDED LOCKSMITH

I 112 blocks N of Hosp'1al
AUTO • RESIDENCE

tails.

COMMERCIAL

Game Room Now OPEN

Game Room Now OPEN

Economy Drive In Is Supporting the
Broncs Stronger Than Ever!

~-----------~----~-~-----~----,
With this coupon at the Sugar Road
I

I
I
I

I

and Texas 107 Store Only, you will
receive a mixed box containing 2
pcs. of chicken , roll Fried Pieand fry.99¢.
OFFER EXPIRES MARCH 5, 1981

1
I

L--~---------------------~-~--~
Also Chicken Sandwich 89¢

Economy Drive In
Sugar Road at Texas 107

out w hat the Air Force
offers you. Your local
recruiter has t he de-

EDINBURG TEXAS 18539

Phone 512-383-3709

Game Room Now OPEN

I

to new

The English Club will meet today at 10:30 a. m. In
LA-205. The group will discuss Its spring projects.

Game Room Now OPEN

:

and learn new skills.

English Club To Meet

Game Room Now OPEN

HOW WILL YOU
FIT IN?
on how well you adapt

are Larry McMurtry,
James Dickey and Edward
Albee.

Game Room Now OPEN

IT'S A
FAST MOVING
WORLD.

Your future depends

ed.
Othr authors to appear
in the Living Author Series

Our Name Says It All!
Open 7 days a week

UFW President Speaks At Pan Aill
By ANNA MARTINEZ

0

...
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SIGNING AUTOGRAPHS-•Cesar Chavez, United

Farm Worker president, spoke on the ongoing
struggle of the campeslno, farm worker, Monday
at the LAC Media Theater. He signed autographs
for students and PAU faculty after his speech.
Photo by Luis Betancourt

Speaking
to
an
overflowing crowd at the
LRC Media Theater, the
president of the United
Farm Workers urged those
listening to become involved with the ongoing struggle of the campesino. "We
need to become involved
and do things outside our
immediate interest," Cesar
Chavez said.
The national leader of
the AFL-CIO union was introduced Monday mornfng
b.y.l)_r_Jos.e..Hinoj~o
with Dr. Rodolfo Rocha,
advises the Student Farm
Workers Support committee which invited Chavez
to speak. Dr. Hinojosa called Chavez "the most
outstanding MexicanAmerican alive today."
The union leader was
received by an enthusiastic
crowd which stood up in
applause more than once.
Chavez mentioned the
Farm Workers convention
held the past weekend at
Pharr and announced that
the farm workers had

voted to join the students
in fighting a tuition increase. This announcement was received with applause.
Chavez went on to say,
"There is a very strong
awareness among cultural
minorities in the United
States to change the intolerable. We recognize
there are two fundamental
aspirations for mankind
and not less so for these
minorities. One deals with
equality and the other one
deals weith participation,"
-Exp.loltation, Chavez
said, was demonstrated in
cheap wages and inadequate educational opportunities. He spoke of a
mentality "of keeping piople poor and ignorant"
which not only destroys
the spirit of people, but
also "wastes and saps their
energy and blocks their
ideals." He continued, "To
confine people to the continual struggle to barely
have enough to eat is a terrible crime," Chavez said.
Two goals still to be
reached by the farm-

workers were in the area of
economics--"having more
than just enough to
eat"--and educational opportunities "so that they
can go on to better things."
He spoke of bilingual
education not as a privilege
but as a right. "The
strength of America is not
in her conformity,"
remarked Chavez. "The
strength of America is in
her diversity."
He continued, "Because
we are diverse, that's
where our strength lies and
we shourd culflvate, promote and protect that
strenQth th;,,t u- have."
"We need to make
America make people its
priority," Chavez said. He
told of the injustices suffered by campesinos.
Chavez spoke of inadequate wages, 60-80 hour
work-weeks, pesticide
poisoning, child labor and
the hated short handled
hoe, "el cortito." "The
conditions of workers is so
fnhuman even at this
point, the right to free,
0

poUable water for people
worlong in the fields is still
an issue."
Chavez concluded by
saying, "We need to con
cern ourselves with their
lives and participate as we
can to make it a little better
for them. "
After his speech, Chavez
told a group of reporters
that the difference between
Texas and California was
legislation. He added,
"Our people here have a
better grasp of where
they're going, more leaders.hip- and _a_ better stn..1_c:_
ture."
He did say, though that
"good legislation Is still a
while away." Chavez
reminded the group that
the process in California
took about 15 years.
A reception sponsored
by UCPC followed in the
ballroom. Dr. Ralph Schilling shook Chavez' hand as
did Democratic Senate
candidate Hector Uribe,
who stayed on even after
Chavez left to do more
campaigning on the day
before the special election.
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Staff Honors Retiring President At Banquet
By Bll.1.Y CUELLAR

Dr. Schilling was presented with a gold watch as
a gift from the PAU faculty,
staff, and administration .

all the members ot the
school and stressed con•
tinuation in the growth of
Pan American.
At the age of 38, when
Dr. Schilling was first
notified of being considered as president at Pan

American, he didn't know
where Pan Am was or
even where Edinburg,
Texas was located.

Pan American" said Schilling.
When he came to the
Valley, he believed in
educating the people with
a junior college. At that
time, a 38¢ - 40¢ county
tax was collected to fund

About 400 members of
the Pan American faculty,
staff and administration
members attended Dr.
"Strong people with
Before reminising on his
Ralph Schilling's honorary 21 years as president, Dr.
ideas and aspirations conbanquet.
tributed to the growth of
Schilling gave his thanks to
A reception line greeted
the guest as they arrived
and a guest list was provided for them to sign
The recption began with
the meal, catered by ARA
Food Services, director
Joe Alcala.
Dr. Homer Pena, president at the PAU Browns•
ville campus, and master
of cermonles, began the
ceremony with the invocation followed by an introduction of all the
honorary guests seated at
the honoree's table.
Dr. Phyllis Phillips, a
member of the faculty
committee that recommended hiring Dr. Schilling as PAU president in
1960, was the first to give
her aeEreciatlon speech.
She sa1a,--"growtfi fn size ·PORTRAIT PRESENTED TO PRESIDENT••Lino Garcia, PAU faculty member and co-chairman of the
and stature" were to be atpresldental banquet planning committee, presented a portrait to the outgoing PAU President Ralph
tributed to Dr. Schilling's
Schilling during the banquet held In Dr. Schilling's honor last week. Seated are Mrs. Ralph Schilling II
21 years as president.
and Mrs. Ralph Schilling Sr. Standing are Schilling and Garcia.
Photo by Ernesto Chavez
Since 1960, twenty-two
buildings have been constructed including the
Marine Biology Building at
South Padre Island, the
Even though proposals tion rip-off" as it is called by students to decide whether study by ttle coordinating
Pan American Campus in have been made, no bill to some, students must con- or not they're going to be board, it was shown that
Brownsville, and the presi- raise tuition in Texas has tact their legislators active in the political pro- five percent of the currentdent's home.
been filed said Steve Mor- through letters and other cess, or simply allow what- ly enrolled students would
She also added, "growth re), lobbist for the Texas means, according to Mor- ever is going to happen to not be able to afford to
continue their education if
In quality" referring to Pan Student Association. This re!. "Let's make no mistake happen ."
He pointed out that he tuition went up 100 perAmerican becoming a full situtation has allowed TSA about it--representatives
state supported university time to prepare to fight vote their mail," Morrel cannot change the process cent.
Morre! commented, "In
to assure the fate of a bill
in 1965 in both undergrad- such a bill.
said.
uate and graduate levels.
'The tuition increase is unless "students in this te.rms of public policy
The lobbyist remarked,
Dr. Charles Ellard, "I expect a tuition bill to be the first student issue that state determine to try to goals, the trade-off of inchairman of the PAU Fa- filed. The recommenda- has come along in a long have an influence on their creased revenue on the
one hand versus a five perculty Senate, presented tion was for a 100 percent time to where there is ac- own representatives."
Morre) remarked that cent enrollment decline
Dr. Schilling with an ap- increase, but that doesn't tually a reason for students
preciation plaque com- mean that's what we'll to be active in the political some representatives do may not be the best policy
process as students.'' Mor- not believe students will be goal for the state of
menorating his 21 years of see."
In order to fight the "tui- rel continued, "It's up to seriously affected. In a Texas."
service.

TSA Lobbyist Prepares To Fight Tuition Bill

the school. "If Pan
American College would
be state supported, the
county tax payers won't
need to worry about a
county tax," said Schilling.
So eventually, the people
of this county voted for a
state supported school.
Even though Pan American is a senior college,
Dr. Schilling believes a
community college should
be established in this county for those, as he described, "who are being short
changed."
Dr. Schilling went on to
recollect that at the time he
was trying to get support
from civic clubs to help
make Pan Am Into a senior
college, not much interest
was given to the idea.
''It took a strong, understanding faculty to succeed." Schilling also
noted, "the faculty un•
derstands the people they
are educating."
"At the start there were
1888" sfiidenfs-;-I(J{j grad-- -uates. 50 percent were
Mexican-Americans and
50 percent Anglos. Now
there are about 1000
graduates. 70 percent are
Mexican-Americans and
30 percent are Anglos.''
said Schilling.
Dr. Schilling added that
Pan American is one of the
top 10 universities in the
state and gave thanks to
the faculty, staff, administration and his family.
Schilling concluded by
saying, I'm damn sure
proud of this university and
I hope you are, too."
Bonnie Powers, Associate Professor of History,
and Lino Garcia, Assistant
Professor of Foreign
Languages, served as cosponsors of the banquet.
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1= Organizations Help Publicize Career Day
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Career D~y?
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Students here at Pan American are paying for an
education to progress to a career they plan to engage in §
5 after completing their studies. Next Thursday. March 5 .• g
i over 100 company representatives will be converging at g
i the PAU field house to answer any questions that students g
s might have concerning the type of job they might pursue. §
§ Students selected at random were asked "Are you mak- §
§ ing plans to attend PAU's Career Day?"
E
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Gilbert Guzman of Edinbu
of the groups that are current
should be r resentatives fr

Alpha Kappa Psi, Intercollegiate Knights and HEP
organizations have been
instrumental in helping the
career placement, planning and testing office
prepare the students for
career day according to
Suzanne Solis, career
developer. The lntercollaiate Knights hung all
the posters that were made
by the (HEP) High School
Equivalency Program and
Alpha Kappa Psi student.
"The posters that the two
organizations made are
creative and unique." said
Solis.
Well over 100 companies will have confirmed
their cooperation for
PAU's Career Day said
Romulo Martinez, director
of career placement,
testing and cooperative
education. "Students
should ot wait to ask for
additional information
from the companies," said
Martinez. Career Day is
scheduled for March 5
from 9 a.m. to 3 p .m .
Suggested questions for
Career Day to recuriters
are: geographic location of
the school or company and
the living conditions in the
area; specific background
necessary for employment
along with work experience, the students college
ma1or and minor, their extra-curricular activities,
grade point average; if
there is a training period? If
so where and how long;
what the promotional op-

portunities are; application
forms and follow-up after
applj ing; Mobility and how
often; benefits offered, insurance, retirement, vacations; further educational
opportunities offered with
the company or school-encouraged or discouraged;
for perspective teachers
they should ask what extracurricular activities
students have to be involved in, and how important
endorsements are.
Martinez stated that
"freshmen should see at
least five recruiters in their
field and one out of their
field, sophomores should
get reacquainted with the
five they met last year
along with another five
recruiters with at least two
outside their field . Juniors
should go back and see the
five representatives they
saw their freshmen and
sophomore years and least
five more."
"The main purpose of
career day is to expose and
inform to students what
careers exist in their particular major," said Martinez. The companies
which have confirmed their
acceptance are American
G.I. Forum, Exxon Co.,
American
Graduate
School of International
Management, Farmers Insurance Group, Anderson
Clayton Foods, F.B.I.,
Alvin I.S.D., Federal Aviation Administration of
McAllen and of Fort
Worth.

Activity Calendar
February 26
10:35-11:35 Latter-Day
Saints 306 A
10:35-11:35 Profealonal
Council BA 121
8:00-9:00 pm Inter-Varsity
Christian Fellowship
Men'• Dorm
10 :25-11 :25
Baptlet
Student Union 307
10:30-11:30 Veterans 306
7:00-9:00 Pan American
University Student
Auoclatlon
10:30-11 :30 International
Student Aesoclatlon
307 A
2:30-4: 15 High school
Equlvalency Program
306,306 A
10:25-11:35
United
Methodist Campu•
Ministry Chapel
10:25-11:25 United Farm
Worker's
Student
Support Committee LA
110
February 27

11:45-12:30 Baptist
Student Union BSUC
March 1
6:30-9:00 Alpha Phi
Omega 305
5:30-7:00 Alpha Phi
Omega 306
4:30-6:30 Phi Kapp Tau
306
4:30-6:30 Phi Kappa Tau
pledges 307
5:30-7:30 Kappa Sigma
305 A
March :l

..

~
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5

-----

\

Kris Wilfong who resides I San Juan stated: I have not
decided yet to participate in career. day as it depends on
5 whether or not I have transportation. I think is very
1§ good to hav5! career day."
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11 : 45-12:30
Baptist
Student Union BSUC
11 : 454- 12:30 Baptist
Student Union 307
5:30-9:30 Delta Zeta 306,
306A
5:30-7:00 Phi Kappa Tau
Little Sisters 305. 305 A
6:00-10:00 Kappa Delta
307, 307 A

7:30-9:30
Inter
collegiate Knight• Field
House
March 3

Also Bell Telephone
Laboratories, Brownsville
I.SD , Carrollton-Famers
Branch I.S.D., First Nationa Bank-Dallas, Chicano Health Policy Development, Inc.. Fort
Bend I.S.D , Commerical
Union Insurance Com
pany, Freer I.S .D. , Corpus
Christi National Bank,
Frito-Lay Inc ., Dallas
I.S.D.. Garland LS D
Dallas Police Department
General Telephone Company of the Southwest-·
League City, Dallas/Fort
Worth Airport, Deer Park
I. S.D , and General
Telephone Company of
the southwest--San An•
gelo.
Also Defense Contract
Audit Agency -Atlanta
Region, Giddings State
Home & School, Diamond
Shamrock, Goose Creek
C .I S.D., Educouch-Elsa
I.SD., Houston Police
Department, Ethicon Inc. ,
Internal Revenue Service,
Kraft lnc.,-Retail, Shell Oil
Company, Los Angeles
Unified School District,
Southern Methodist Uni
versity School of Law,
Lock heed/EMSCO.
Social Security Administration, Long, Chilton, Payte
& Hardin CPA's, State
Comptroller of Public
Accounts--Austin, McAllen
I.S .D ., Mcallen State
Bank, State Comptroller of
Public Accounts--McAllen .
MaryKnoll Fathers-Catholic Foreign Mission
Society of America Inc.,
Superior Oil Company,
Merck, Sharp & Dohme
CPA's Temple l.S.D.,
Milwaukee Public Schools,
Texas A&M University
Graduate College, Mobil
Oil Corporation, Texas Army National Guard, National Park Service-Padre
Island National Seashore,
Texas Employment Commission, North Forest
IS D., Houston, Texas
Employment Commission
W.I.N. Office, Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co.
CPA's, Texas Department
of Health , Pharr-San
Juan-Alamo IS D.. Texas

10:35-11:35 Latter-Day
Saints 507 A
10:25 -11:25 Student
National Education
Association ED 119
10:25-11 :25
Baptist
Student Union 307
10:30 11 :30 lnter-Varelty
Christian Fellowehlp
305
6:30-8:00 BaptJst Student
Union BSIUC
7:00-9:00 Pan American
Unlveulty Student . ,
Association Balem
10:25-11:25 Tau Kappa
Epsilon 305 A,306
10:25-11:25
Camp
Alumni 306 A
March 4

7:00-10:00 Inter-Varsity
Christian Fellowahlp
LRC 107
11:00-1:00 Baptist Stu •
dent Union BSUC
6:00-9:30 Intercollegiate
Knight• 305 305 A
4:30-5:00 Weight lifting
Weight room
9:00-2:00 Alpha Kappa
Psi LRC lobby
March 5

9:00-2:00 Alpha Kappa
Psi LRC lobby
10:25-11 :25
Baptlat
Student Union 307
10:30-11:30 Veterans 306
7:00-9:00 Pan American
University Student
Association Balem
10:35-11:35
United
Methodist Campus
Ministry Chapel
10:35-11 :35 Latter-Day
Saints 306 A
10:25-11:30
lnter •
Fraternltv Council

Department of Human
Resources- Edin burg ,
Reliable Life lnsruance
Co., Rio Grande City
C.I.S.D . Texas Department of Public Safety
Also the Rio Grande
Council--Boy Scouts of
America. Texas In •
struments, San Antonio
I.S .D., Texas Merit System
Council. Sears, Roebuck
& Co .. Texas Parks &
Wi ld life Department,
Texas Rehabilitation Commission.
The T ropical Texas
Center for MH/ MR. U.S.
Air Force. U.S., Army
Recuriting, U.S . Army
Reserve, U.S. Border
Patrol. U.S. fish & Wildlife
Service Office for Equal
Opportunity, US. Department of Agriculture-Office
of Inspector General-1n vestigation s,
U.S .
Department of JusticeDrug Enforcement Administration, U.S . Depart•
ment of Labor Bureau of
Labor Statisitcs, U S
Treasury Department-•
Bureau of Alchochol,
Tobacco & Fireamis, U.S.
General Accounting Office, U.S Navy Recuriting
Station, University of
Texas at Austin-School of
Business, Victoria I.S.D.,
Windham School System•
Texas Department of corrections and the Zale Corporation.
Also Southwestern Bell
(Texas Area), Northeast
I.S.D., Lamar C I.S.D.,
Fort Worth 21.S D , Dow
Chemical, Pardons &
Paroles, Aldine l.s .D.,
Texas Employment Commission/ WIN and H E.B.
475 invitations have been
sent out.
At caeer day, students
need to discuss with their
respective representatives
steps they need to take to
become marketable for
future jobs. Students
should ask what courses
are acceptable by the company. Seniors who have
not already been offered
jobs shold make plans to
attend as they can ask
about possible job opening.
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Reviews
BY SANDRA BARBOSA

'The Mikado'

PAU's Drama Department can stand proud for
it's production of the play,
'The Mikado.'
For people who hate
musicals of all kinds, The
Mikado' is a play which
overtakes even the worst
of musical haters. Written
by W.S. Gilbert and Sir Arthur Sullivan, 'The Mikado'
was a play worth seeing.
Costumes and songs
helped establish the setting
of the play right off as
Japan. The exotically
beautiful costumes gave
the play the air of Japan it
needed. An ovation was
greatly earned by the
costume makers and
costume designer.

While it was a strain to
understand what some of
the actors were singing at
times, the action more
than filled in the empty
spaces.
The musical score under
the direction of Dr. Dean
Canty, head of the PAU
Music Department, flowed
in and out of the play with
a silken ease.
The actors were no less
outstanding. Jack Alton
Strawn as Ko-Ko, the Lord
High Executioner, had the
audience chuckling with
laughter. Strawn can be
totally satisfied with his ribtickling performance.
Robert Ashley as Nanki
Poo and Cookie Estrada as

Yum Yum were heartwarming as the young lovers.
Mayo Caceres as the stuffy
Pooh Bah and Maria Irma
Vasquez as the overbearing Katisha made their
roles so convincing that the
audience literally bristled
with disgust when they appeared on stage.
Kent Smither, on the
other hand, played a truly
royal Mikado.
I would just like to say to
Director Dr. Marian Manta, head of the PAU Communications Department,
and to her production staff
that they did an outstanding job.
'The Mikado' was a very
enjoyable and funny play.

----'Ordinary People'-- - 'Ordinary People' is a
film that deals with long
pent up emotions. They
begin to ooze out over the
edges painfully and slowly.
Finally, they explode Into a
torrent of raw emotion.
'Ordinary People' tells of
an unsuccessful suicide victim, his unloving and cold
mother and his father,
caught in between, with his
love for both.
While this story may be
old to movies, this version
is not.
Director Robert Redford
has done an outstanding
job in turning an old story
into a unique experience.
He deserves a round of applause for his directing
debut. Emotion charged

scenes make up for any
that are slow paced.
Making the movie the hit
it is are not only Redford's
directions, but a list of
tremendous actors: Mary
Tyler Moore, Donald
Sutherland, Judd Hirsch
and Timothy Hutton.
Moore has the part of a
cold, unfeeling mother
down
pat.
Donald
Sutherland has the audience's total sympathy
with his pained looks and
sobs of anguish.
Judd Hirsch of television's
TAXI
series
disproves and surpasses
the lie that television actors
cannot be motion picture
actors. As the caring
psychiatrist, Hirsch seems
Open Dally 9-9;
(llostd Sunday!

Editors Note:

as if he could solve all the
problems of the world
single-handedly.
Timothy Hutton appears
in the title role and does a
great job. As the teenager
crying his soul out for help,
Hutton has the audience
crying and wanting only to
comfort him.
'Ordinary People' truly
earned every one of the
eight Academy Award
nominations for which it is
up for including: Best
Actor-Timothy Hutton,
Best Actress-Mary Tyler
Moore, Best Supporting
Actor-Judd Hirsch and
Best Director-Robert Redford.
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English Club Plans Activities
The English Club at Pan
American is planning an
active spring which will involve them in two major
projects and a series of interesting and informative
meetings.
Ms. Jan Seale, one of
the sponsors, has announced that the two major projects of the club will
be the production of a student anthology and sponsorship of an essay contest.
The literary and art anthology will be similar to
the one produced last year
entitled "Gallery." It will be
a joint effort of the English
Club and the Art Club. The
Art Club has agreed to do
the layout and paste-up.
The English Club will edit
manuscripts, proof-read
and select the material which will be included
in the anthology.
The Student Essay Contest will be in connection
with John Gardner's visit
for the Living Author
Series. The best student
essays will be selected from
three divisions: Lower
(Freshmen Sophomore),
Upper (Junior /Senior) ,
and Graduate. Club
members will handle the
details of the contest and
award the prize money to
the winners.
Also in connection with
the Living Author Series,
the English Club members
will have an opportunity to
meet John Gardner and
talk to him at his reception
on April 21. Club members
will also be involved in
ticket sales and ushering.
The spring meetings of
the English Club will in-

elude various topics of interest to English majors.
For example, one of the
meetings will be a roundtable discussion of the problems of English majors.
The date of the meeting
will be March 5.
In addition, there will be
a meeting featuring a panel
of teaching assistants from
the English Department
who will discuss the need
for qualified teaching
assistants and what the job
entails. This meeting will
be in March 26.
The meeting. on April 9
concerning "Making
Money Writing" should be
of interest to students who
need to make extra money

while completing their
studies. Ms. Seale explained that opportunities are
available in writing for
radio and television as well
as work on brochures,
newspaper advertising,
etc.
New officers will be
elected during the spring
semester. Present officers
of the club are Rosemary
Murphree (President),
Robert Navarro (Vice-President) and Hilde Wood
(Secretary-Treasurer).
Seale encourages all
Enlgish Club members and
other interested students to
attend the meetings during
activity period in LA 205.

STUDY ON LATIN AMERICA
Witness Season
First Presbyterian Church
300 West Cano, Edg.
Community Awareness Game:
Urban Dynazmics
Guest: Carl Siegenthaler
Austin Theological Seminary
March 1,

KURV710 / AM

6:00P.M.

300 to 9:30 A.M.
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TI-ta IININO Pl.ACE '-

The deadline for letters and· other material
is Friday at noon the
week before publication. Material should
be typed, double spaced with the margin set
on 10-75.
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AUTO CENTER
LUBE OIL AND FILTER SPECIAL

•
•
•
•
•

Your Choice of K-Mart Brand or Major Brand Oil
1- K-Mart Brand Oil Filter
FOR ONLY S8.88
Complete Chais Lubrication
Brake Fluid if needed
2802 S. HWY. 281
Any Additional Services Extra
381-5284

OFFER EXPIRES FEB. 22, 1981

Edlnburq Onlv

SPECIAL EDUCATION
TEACHERS & SPEECH THERAPISTS

Thursday NITE

Brownsville Independent School District will be interviewing for the

81-82 school year on Thursday, March 5, 1981.

Brownsville I.S.D. offers
• Career oriented employment
• Professional development opportunities
• Equal employment opportunity
• Credit Union
• $10,000 group life insurance
• Group health insurance
•Professional liability insurance
• Attractive climate and geography
• Competitive salaries
Contact your Teacher Placement
Service, or write or call:
Ronald Schraer, Ph.D
Director of Special Services
or Becky Parker
1102 E. Madison
Brownsville, TX 78520
(512) 546-0411 or 546-3101, ext. 213

SKEPTICS
new wave & Rock 'n' Rock
bands from Austin
8 P.M. to 2 A.M.
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Dean Of Students Has Articles Published
Dr. Gilberto de los Santos, dean of students at
Pan American University,
recently had two articles
published.
The first article entitled
"the Program Expectations
of Two-year Colllege Students Transferring to FourYear Colleges and Universities" was included In
"Selected papers from the
Hispanic Conference"
which was published by the
Dissemination and Assess-

ment Center for Bilingual
Education.
Dr. de los Santos explores different alternatives
to the problem apd explains how El Paso Community College implemented a bilingualbicultural program with
some measure of success.
The first article was
derived from a paper presented by Dr. de los Santos
at a National Hispanic con-

Selection Committee
Narrows Field
The Presidential Selection
Committee has started to
call candidates for possible
interviews before and after
the Spring Break, and early April, according to Dr.
Frederick Von Ende, coordinator for policy planning.
The prospective candidates will be interviewed
first by the Board of
Regents and then they will
be introduced to the faculty
and students in two day
sessions. 'The Presidential
Selection Committee consists of three committees;
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ference which was held in
San Antonio last February .
The article examines three
key areas whi--h would
assist in d successful
transfer function of
Hispanic two-year college
students into four-year colleges and universities.

ly, non-traditional students
enter school at a disadvantage and just as typically
leave in much the same
fashion. Current statistical
data indicate that of any
single ethnic group (with
the exception of Native
Americans) , the Spanishspeaking group has the
The second article ex- lowest educational level,
amines the need for bilin- the highest dropout rate
gual-bicultural education at and the lowest proporthe post-secondary level. tionate percentage enrollAccording to Dr. de los ed in Institutions of higher
Santos' article , "typical- education. "

Professor To Present Paper

The Advisory Committee,
the Screening committee,
and the Selection Committee," said Von Ende. All
three Committees have
played a vital role in the
progression of the
Presidential Selection
Committee.
The Advisory Committee set up the requirements
for the presidential position, the Screening Committee has narrowed the
candidates and the Selection Committee will do the
finalizing and picking of the
new school president.

Evil In Mexican-American /egendry wl/1 be the sub·
ject of a paper by Dr. Mark Glazer of Pan American
University at the annual meeting of the Southwestern
Council of Latin American Studies March 5-7 Ari•
lngton.

Professor To Attend
International Symposium
Joseph Wiener PAU
Mathematics professor has
been personaly, invited to
give a speech at the International Symposium on
Dynamical Systems in
Gainesville,
Florida
February 25 -27 . The
meeting is to consist of
reprersentat!ves from
several countries working
on dynamical systems.
Wiener will travel to the
college town to present his
work on dynamical systems before the international audience during the

~==-====llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllfllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllltlltlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllltll

OPPORTUNITIES WITH THE
VICTORIA PUBLIC SCHOOLS

ALONE & PREGNANT?

Need someone to talk to?
CALL
Catholic Charities

ask for Mary Kay
787-0033x263
Hidalgo County

I

399-3256
Cameron County

BEOG Eligibility Requirements
Students can receive
Basic Education Opportunity
Grants,
BEOG,funds until they
earn
their
first
undergraduate degree according to Carol Raush,
assistant financial aid director. This means that the
eligibility requirements for
the BEOG can now exceed
the usual four years.
Students who have

already submitted their
Student Eligibility Report
to the Financial Aid Office
need to make an appointment to review their file.
Applications for BEOG can
be obtained from the
Financial Aid Office.
Next fall, the BEOG will
change its name to the Pell
Grant to honor the senator
who sponsored the original
bill in Congress.

"Town Groves", an
award winning transparent watercolor by PAU Art
professor E. E. Nichols can
be seen at the McAllen International Museum from
March 4-25.
Nichols' painting is part
of the 1980 Texas Watercolor Society's Annual
Traveling Exhibition circulated to museums, colleges and universities state
wide following the Society's yearly show in San
Antonio.
'Town Groves" was first
exhibited at Pan American
University during the Fall
of 1979 as part of Nichols'
one-artist exhibit titled
"Grovescape." In the
Spring of 1980, the Texas
Watercolor Society honored 'Town Groves" with
the Wins or Newton
Award .
Nichols joined the Pan
American art faculty in
1966. He is a Chicago
born , mid-west educated
artist who received his
Bachelor's and Master's
degrees in drawing and
painting from the School of
Fine Arts of the University
of Kansas. He has exhibited his work in numerous
exhibits including those
sponsored by the Pennsylvania Academy and
Corcoran Gallery. Nichols
is a twice awarded Fellow

i
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of the Huntington Hartford
Foundation and his work
has been cited by the Corpus Christi Art Foundation
and the Texas Fine Arts
Association.

The public schools in Victoria.
Texas, will have a limited number of
vacancies for the 1981-82 school
year. Interviews will be conducted on
the Pan American University campus
at the placement office on March 5
and 6 . Interested parties should conplacement office for an interview time.
The victoria schools have a good
salary schedule, provide free hospiinsurance. and offer
excellent facilities in which to work.
For additoonal information, write;
Victoria Public Schools, P . 0. Box
1759. Victoria, Texas 77901.
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Watercolors Displaved

three day symposium.
Members of the Department of Sciences an
Mathematics like Wiener
often attend conferences of
national and international
Importance, but most
meetings are scheduled
twice a year and during the
semester breaks.
An added attraction to
the symposium is that
Wiener will get a chance to
discuss dynamical systems
with others persons from
around the world who are
workin~ in the same area~.

Ad Studio ONE

631-1371

1203 1 / 2 Erle • McAllen
(directly South of the downtown Post Office.)

DALLAS POLICE
DEPARTMENT
NEEDS
POLICE OFFICERS
$17,544 to $18,744
REQUIREMENTS:
Age 19 1/2-35 years old
Height & Weight-In Proportion
VISION-No worse than 20/ 100
and correctable to 20/20
Education-Minimum 45 semester hours
with a "C" average.

RECRUITERS
WILL INTERVIEW APPLICATIONS
AT

-Before bl Take
lt>urNextStep

Right now everyone is pressing you to meke e carHr
declslon•..lmmtdlllely. Your parents, your t11chers,
even the people next door are urging you to meke up
your mind ebout execlly whet you want to do with
your Ille. In the beck ol your mind you mey feel that If
you don't act now, you mey be shut out from the
right opportunity.
Instead of the old "hard sell", we et NL Industries
want to hetp you make the right decision by urging
you to slow down before you take that next big step.
NL Industries ls a diversified company with major
divisions in oilfield equipment, petroleum services,
chemicals end metals. We have • variety ol oppor•
tunlties for gradueling students with the following
degrees:
Accountlng/P'lnence
Sale■IM1rketln9

We wlll be on campus Interviewing for career posl•
lions on:
Tuesd1y 1nd Wednesday, March 3 and 4
Slow down and teke the time to look into your future
with NL Industries. You just may be able to end your
search right here.
11 you are unable to visit with us, please send your
resume to Sus.n Nolingberg at the eddress below:

NL Industries

1900 West Loop South
Suite 1500
Houston, Texas 77027

NL Industries, Inc.
MOTEL ECHO
1903 SOUTH CLOSNER
EDINBURG, TEXAS PH (512) i 83-3823
TUESDAY, MARCH 3, 1981 THROUGH
THURSDASY, MARCH 5, 1981
4 PM · 8 PM
EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
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Depart men t Presen t s F I•I m Forensic Department
The PAU History Department is presenting a
series of films for the
American Heritage classes
and any interested PAU
student.
This project, designed
by faculty members of the
History Department under
the leadership of Dr. Kenneth Ray Bain, consists of
shows that will raise issues
and questions in the students minds and also expose the students to films,
one of the significant twentieth century art forms. All
the films will be shown in
the Media Theatre of the
LRC with free admission,
since it is a class project.
"The first film made a
great impace on the students" said Bain. The film
HEARTS AND MINDS BY
PETER DAVID was attended by 1200 students,
had already stirred discussions in Bains and other
History classes before
Monday morning wa~ even
over. "All my classes were
bubbling with excitment
and the discussions took
off right away," said Bain.
"The purpose of the films is
two fold: to raise questions
and expose students to a
significant twentieth century art form. History is not
just simply learning facts
but raising questions and
attempting to answer questions, but there is no final
answer."
Joe Salas, one Wednesday night viewer commented "Some of the
goody two shoe girls grossed out at some parts but as
a whole most everyone accepted it." The film was a
documentary on the Vielman War, and winner of
several Oscars. According
to Bain, HEARTS AND
MINOS raised two primary
questions; why did the
U.S. go to war in behalf of
the Siagon government,
and how did the war affect
Americans and Vietnamese?
Other films that will be
presented are:

The Forensics Department has started up the
Feb. 26, 27, 28 award-winning, made-for- Speakers bureau once
GRAPES OF WRATH a television film of the life of again to give students an
portrayal of the residents of a black woman from the opportunity to actively and
Oklahoma during the Civil War to the eve of Civil directly talk with civic, stuGreat Depression and the Rights.
dent and educational acGeorge
Dust Bowl.
April 13, 1415 KING: A tivities.
Mar. 12, 13 -SALT OF FILM RECORD FROM Mclemore, speech inTHE EARTH a story of MONTGOMERY
TO structor, directs the proMexican American copper MEMPHIS is a documen- gram.
minners in New Mexico. tary that was produced in
All the programs
This films raises a lot of tribute to Martin Luthur presented by the speakers
questions about the King. It was shown in Bureau are student run.
Blacklist era of McArthy movie houses around the The programs are "The
(All the talent, including county with all profits go- Family in Transition" by
Will Gear" Grandpa Wal- ing to the Martin Luthur Mary Ann Eklund, "The
ton", and crew were all King Foundation.
Science
of
blacklisted people) and the
The starting times are Transplantation" by Ofelia
womans rights movement. Thursday at 10:35 and de los Santos, Teresa GarMar. 26, 27 THE 1:10, Friday-7:45, 10:45 field with "Subliminal
AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF 1:45 and 8 and Saturday Advertising--Or, What's
MISS JANE PITTMAN an at 8.
Really in the Picture and
Television," "Violence and
Children" by Alma Chapa.
Other programs are
"Motivation, Goal-Setting
There will be a session for oil students desiring help
and Interpersonal Success"
In completing their Financial Aid Applications on
by Will Heavin, "Your DaiMorch 10 In UC -307-A at 10:30 a.m. Any student
ly Newspaper: How ls It
wishing such assistance Is invited to attend.
Put Together?" by Oscar

Heorgan; ,;cs

Garza, "An lntercultural
Comparison of Hispanic
and Anglo-American Life
Styles" by Troy Howard,
"The Chicana Feminist:
Who ls She?" by Ofelia de
los Santos and "Packaging
and Preserving of Food:
Consumer's Nightmare?"
by Julie Samlling.
"This gives the students
the chance to express their
expertise on their Issues
and provide stimulating

comm-entary ," Mclemore
said. This also gives
students credibility in the
public forum.
"The Speakers Bureau is
open to all students on
campus and not just communications majors; we
pick new programs each
year, "said Mclemore.

FREE

Financial Aid Seminar Set

Pregnancy Test
CONFIDENTIAL COUNSELiNG
TEAMl~ATION OF PREGNANCY

~

BIRTH CONTROL INFORMATION
ALL CALLS CONFIDENTIAL

.,, _'-,..lo{-----~612 North Main(Acf= lrom the lbory) Mc
T
6116-

Treasure Hills Womens'
Center

428-6242

SAVE TIME!
Have a professional do it
TYPING
Resumes
Thesis
Term Popers
Reports
Compositions

1

Etc.
Reasonable Prices

Teachers
Campus
Interviews
The Los Angeles
Unified School District
We have numerous opportunities at each level for
teachers interested in providing our students a
rich and meaningful educational experience. The
specific requirements:

Elementary Bilingual
We are seeking Bilingual Spanish-speaking teachers whose background and training qualify them
to teach Hispanic s tudents.

Secondary Bilingual

Every Friday Nite

Openings for qualified bilingual teachers to teach
Hispanic students in grades 7-12. Subjects include Mathematics, English as a Second Language, and Educationally Handicapped.

Secondary Non-Bilingual

WHITE FLOUR

P~TOS

February Special
Beef Quisado
2 Enchiladas
Spanish Rice
Rancho Beans
2 Tortillas
for only $2.49

PaDl ADI Nite

383-0725

Across from Pan Am.
Eat at El Pato

VALLEY WIDE

Special Education
• Communicatively Handicapped-Deaf. hard

of hearing.

Disco EntertainDlent
Show your Pan Am ID Card

For faster service

call in order

Subjects include Mathematics, English as a
Second Language, E;ducationally Handicapped,
Physical and Life Sciences.

• Physically Handlcapped-Orthopedically

handicapped and other health impaired.
visually handicapped
• Severty Handicapped-Autistic,

multihandicapped, trainable mentally
retarded.
• Speech & Language-Itinerant remedial
speech correction and classroom for severe
disorders of language/aphasia
If you are qualified and interested in a challenging
teaching assignment in Southern Callforn1a

Campus Interviews will be held

and pay only $1 cover charge

. •,

Thursday, March 5th
To arrange your interview
contact your Placement Office
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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Pan Am Observes National Physical Education and Sports Week

Events Slated For Sports Week
The Pan American University Bronc game against
North Texas State University will trigger Pan Am's
observation of National
Physical Education and
Sport Week beginning
Monday and continuing
through March 6. Special
events. sponsored by the
Health, Physical Education
and Recreation Club, are

Brt,nc
Spc,?t~

while Sharyland School
will exhibit gymnastic skills
and Sam Rayburn will
display the art of aerobic
dance and ball handling
All Pan Am students and
the general public are invited to take part in
Recreation Day March 4 .
Swimming, badminton,
tennis, archery, softball,
basketball and volleyball
facilities will be open for
free play from 12:45 p.m.
to 3 p.m. at the PE complex.
The two-mile route for
The Fun Run has been laid
out for The Fun Run
March 5. About 350 runners and joggers are ex
pected to participate during Activity Period. The
sta1ting time is 10:45 a.m.
and faculty, students and
campus organizations are
invited to participate.

Sugar Road, east on
Highway 107 and back
north on Fourth St. to the
PE parking lot.
The individual runs only
as much as he can and
walking is allowed.
The Jump Rope for
Heart will be held March 6
in the Fieldhouse from
12:45 to 4 p.m. About 75
teams have aln·ady signed
up with six jumpers per

team. The rope-a-thon will
have teams of jumpers taking turns Jumping for a
maximum of three hours
for each team.
Jumpers will accept
pledges of at least two
cents per minute which
would be a total pledge of
$3 60 for three hours. The
money raised will go to the
American Heart Association which encourages car-

diovascular exercise to
help children and adults
achieve and maintain
fitness.
Anyone requiring further information on enter-

SPORT PLAZA HAND-BALL
RACQUET BALL CLUB
721 LINDBERG McALLEN, TEXAS
682-1597

SNEA THINKING OF

Free

Ladies: Bring this ad and reeive 1 month free membership of Racquetball. From
hours of 9 to
4 NO COURT FEES

YOU DAY
March 5

Thursday

Student National Education
Association will be selling
plants during activity period.
Buy a plant for someone spe•
cialll Locations: LRC, Snack
Bar Education Bu.Udlng
Price: S 1.00 · $2.50

The two mile route
originates at the PAU
Field house parking lot,
north on Fourth St. , west
on Van Week, south on

ing for the Run Fun or the
Jump Rope-a-thon can call
the Physical Education office at 381-3501 between
8 a.m. and 4 pm

Pan Am Students: Present
I.D. and get 2 months fullplay membership for the
price of (1). for $34 95.
PLAY ANYTIME
NO COURT FEES

slated for each day of the
week on the Pan Am campus
Physical Education majors, Pan American
students the general publicand organizations are encouraged to participate
and engage in the various
competitive activities
scheduled throughout the
week with proceeds going
to the American Heart
Association
Sports Week will open
with the Broncs battling
North Texas State University in the PAU Fieldhouse
at 7:25 p.m. This will be
the last home game of the
season for the Broncs.
The Health, Physical
Education and Recreation
Club
will
present
demonstrations of physical
education and sport at 7
p.m . March 3 in the
Fieldhouse with students
from Sam Ho uston of
Edinburg Sam Rayburn
Elementary of McAllen
and Sharyland Elementary. Sam Houston School
will demonstrate ball
handling skills and target
sho~ting with BB guns

This could be the beginning of your
favorite course this }Car.
'
Just <.:ut out chi\ toupon ,111d come on
onr for a 611~. fresh \\lh.1t.thurgl·r• cooked
just ch<: w,1y ·you wanr IC and m.1dc w1th
everything you like. Lucuce, p1tklcs.
comaco<:s .. you name 1t!
A,ld ,om<: hot, ai,py Fn:nl h fne,

IT'S A
FAST MOVING
WORLDHOW WILL YOU
FIT IN?
Your future depends
on how well you adapt

-

and learn new skills.
We offer some of the
finest technical train-

ing in the world. Find
out what the Air Force
offers you. Your local
recruitP.r has the details.

won' t ,1.ir1 w11hou1 you.

WHATABURGfll

to new technologies
The Air Force can help.

A l,1rgc, frosty cold drink And you've
1-:oc a rc~ul.1r, full tourse meal! All from
Wh.u ,\hur.i.:t·r
An,I whl·n you l hp our chi, u>upon
\\l II introdulc ,ou lO ,omuh1n~ frt·e 1
!:,o to1rn: on ov<.·r .rnd gee 11110 your
IJvontt u,urw' \X't rt ,,,ucin_i.:. hue\\<.·

------------------------------------7
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I
I
I
I
I
I
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I
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Free French Fries

'

One free small ord(•r of french fries with this coupon
Please present coupon to ca!>hler when ordering. Limit one coupon per custom er.

COUPOI\' REDEEMABLE AT WHATABURGER NUMBER 60. EDINBURG

OFFER EXPIRES MARCH 4, 1981

WHATABURGER
~------------------------------------------------~
I

~buildabi~rbdkrbur~r.
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sti0!181 PhysicD
Education and Sport

Marc!':.:~1981
Date
Scheduled Events
March 2 Basketball: PAU vs North
Texas State F ieldhouse,
7:25 p.m.
March 3 Demonstrations
of
Physical Education and
Sport: -Fieldhouse, 7 p.m.
March 4 Recreation Day. PE Complex 12:45-3 p.m.
March 5 Fun Run. PE Parking Lot.
10:45 a.m. starting time
March 6 Jump Rope-A-Thon. PAU
Fieldhouse 12:45-4 p.m.
All events are open to PAU student
body and the general public.
·
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIJIIUIIIIUIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIOIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIII

Outfielders
Prepare For
Long Season
Just 2 1/2 veteran Bronc outfielders return to the
Pan American University baseball team while five
men who never have played NCAA Division I
baseball furnish the future of Pan Am's new outfield.
The "half" is Tommy Supak whose 68 RBI and
solid .346 average, which included 18 doubles and
10 homers were divided between outfield and first
base duties. The "two" are Marty Green (who hit a
solid .365 in 1980 and collected eight consecutive
hits tying Pan Am's all time record) and Tucker
Hickson who hit .245 in a backup role.
Lonnell Booth, one of the five new outfielders
comes from Chicago 111.,where Booth hit .393 in
JC. Another new addition to the Broncs is Doug
Bippert from LaGrange, Texas. Bippert earned AllConference honors at Wharton JC and he figures
to help both offensively and defensivley.
Despite his size of 5'2 and 125 lbs, Ruben Ayala
has shown his potential in fall workouts and has
helped in winning bi-district for Edinburg High
School and sparked the Edinburg American Legion
team to win the 1980 state championship.
Hailing from San Angelo, Joe Martinez hit .350
as a two year All-District performer.
Randal Covarrubias, a junior from Dallas doubles
as a first baseman and hit .386 as an AllConference first sacker at Eastfield JC.
Top contender for the centerfield position is
Green with his speed and defensive ability plus his
high average batting.
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Sooners Capture Michelob
Light Tennis Tournament
Oklahoma University
took first place honors Feb.
20 in the Michelob Light
Intercollegiate Tennis
Tournament at Orville I.
Cox Tennis Stadium at
Pan American University.
Host team Pan followed
with second place.
University of Washington, Oral Roberts and the
Oklahoma University rallied for first place in the
Michelob Light Tournament Pan Am beat University of Washington 6-3 to
acquire the second place
standing. While Oklahoma
had already managed to
play onto first place on
their first day of the tournament •
Bronc Alan Schnieder at
No. 5 singles managed a
6-3, 4-6, 6-4 against
Huskie Marc Neubauer.
Mark Posey came back to
best Brian Whiteside, 2-6,
7-5, 6-3. Posey qeing at
No. 6.
At No. 3 Arnold Kettenacker defeated Randy
Lim 6-2, 6-4 and Anders
Lunberg at No. 4 downed
Geordie Foster, 6-2, 6-4.
Bronc Mark Godley lost
on Saturday to Dan Zeratsky 6-2, 7-6 in No. 2
singles but won the day
before.
In doubles, Posey and
Lunberg brought in the
No. 3 doubles win over
Lim and John Gant, 6-1,
6-2. While Godley and
Schnieder at No. 2 brought
in a 3-6, 6-3, 6-2 win.
PAU's No. 1 doubles
was lost 7-6, 6-7, 6-2 to
Zeratsky and Pearson.
PAU's second place
standing was earned from
the No. 3 player to the No.
6 according to Coach
Mickey White." We hoped
to do a little better in the
tournament" said White,
and the field was a hard
field. We played like
freshman and sophomores. But it was a very
good experience."

WEEKENDS WERE MADE FOR MICHELOB--Pan American University plac-

ed second in the Michelob Light Intercollegiate Tennis tournament Feb.
21-22 here. Oklahoma University took first place honors. The Broncs now
face the University of Houston Saturday.

FUN AND GAMES For All Persons Eighteen
(18) Years Old And Over.

FUN AND GAMES
• Pool Tables
• Electronic Games
• Video Machines
• Pin Ball
• Dancing
• Wine & Spirits
HOURS OF OPERATION
Monday thru Saturday
4 P.M. to 2 A.M.
"HAPPY HOUR"
Monday thru Friday
4 P.M. to 8 P.M.
Drinks At Discounted
Prices
SPACE DEMANDS
FOR THIS EXPANSION
Require the Restaurant
Operation Be Discontinued
For Noon & Evening
Service

University Bookstore
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IK's To Sponsor Blood Dri1:e
The Intercollegiate Knights will be sponsoring o
Blood Drive on Morch 3. The drive, in conjunction
with the McAllen Blood Bonk, will be stationed in the
University Center Lobby. Hours will be from 9:30
o.m.-1:30 p.m.

All work-study students are encouraged to file a
1980 income tax return, as any money token out of
paychecks con be returned to students by filing.
There will be a session Morch 12 in VC-306-A at
10:30 o.m. to assist students in filing their Income tax
returns. Students should bring their W-2 forms to the
session: income tax returns will be provided.

(

Bronc Bulletins

The Texas Country Band will be featured at thesecond annual kicker dance according to Gerardo
Sedas, recorder for the Intercollelgate Knights who
are sponsoring the dance.
The dance will be at the Villareal Convention Center
tomorrow night from 8 p.m.-12 p.m. Tickets are
available from any IK member for $5 In advance and
$6 at the door.

Professional (,,'ouncil To JlePt
Election of officers and o student senator will be the
order of business today durinsz activity period In BA
121 at the Professional Council meeting according to
Bibiano Rodriguez, co-chairperson.
Rodriguez stated that memos were sent out to professional organizations asking them to select two
representatives to attend the meeting. Any organizations who did not receive a memo are asked to send
their respective delegates.
Lack of participation by professlonasl organizations
will result in further efforts to establish a Professional
Council.

l OCKS CHANGED OR REPAtRW

KEYS M ADE

INTERNATIONAL

Employment Services Availahle
plete an information sheet
which you are to keep current by notifying us every
semester whether you will
be enrolled for the cominq

)

]K's Sponsor Dance

-

Employment services
are available to Pan
American students according to Arturo Castillo,
placement officer: "The
possibility for employment
is excellent, if you have
determination, a real need
to work and the willingness
to accept reasonable
employment , we accept
the challenge to help you
find a job.
A favorable class
schedule improves the
possibilities for part-time
employment. In addition
to our regular job listing
and referral service, we
have information on continuous listings, summer
camps, resorts, federal and
state
parks,
and
Cooperative Education
employment , "
said
Castillo.
"Students interested in
part or full time employment should visit our office, UC-111, and com-
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CAREER?

ELROD'S MOBILE LOCK SHOP

semester, "Castillo concluded.
All students are thus invited to register with that
office for employment

1307 S 9th ST

BONDED LOCKSMITH

...__
I I 2 hlocks N of Hosp,tal

A representative
w ill be on the campus
THURSDAY

PREPARE FOR:

MCAT •DAT• LSAT• GMAT•GRE
GRE PSYCH· GRE BIO· PCAT•OCAT
VAT· MAT· SAT· CPA· TOEFL·MSKP
NMBI,H, fil·ECFMG· FLEX·VQE
NLE •NDBI, ll,· NPB I

EDINBURG TEXAS '8539

f>tlone 5 12-383-3709

AUTO RESIDENCE COMMERCIAL

MARCH 5, 1981
to discuss qua lificatio ns for
advanced study at
AMERICAN
GRADUATE SCHOOL

and job opportunities
in the field of
INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT

Flexible Programs & Hours

Visit Any Center And See For Yourself
Why We Make The Difference

Interv iews may be scheduled at

CAREER PLANNING,
PLACEMENT & TESTING

~~-H
IUIPUIN

I

EDUCATIONAL CENTER

AMERICAN GRADUATE SCHOOl
OF INTERNATIONAl MANAGEMENT

Outside N.Y. State Only CALL TOLL FREE: 800-223-1782

Thunderbird Campus
Glendale, Arizona 85306

centers In Major U~ £Illes, Toronto, Puerto Rico and Zurich, Switzerland

Wrapping
• Engraving

......""'-...,:.

ATTENTION

• Jewelry
and Watch
Repairs

• Gift

TEST PAEPAAATtON
SPECIALISTS S tNCC 1938

~

-

............................

..... ~...............................

,-.....-.....-- - , -. .................... ,.....................

PROSPECTIVE TEACHERS

The Point Isabel Independent School District is currently employing a limited number of teachers for the
1981-82 school year. Teaching fields needed .:is follows:
PAY SCHEDULE
BACHELORS DEGREE

MASTERS DEGREE

$2,350.00 above state Schedule

$2,650.00 above state Schedule

High School Math
High School English
Junior High English
High School Reading
High School Physical Science
High School Chemistry
Elementary Reading
(departmentalized)
Special Education
(severely handicapped)
$2,200.00 above state Schedule
Elementary Education
Ktnderg&ten
Bilingual endorsed
Special Education endorsed
Librarians

High School Math
High School English
Junior High English
High School Reading
High School Physical Science
High School Chemistry
Elementary Reading
(departmentalized)
Special Education
(severely handicapped)
$2,500.00 above state Schedule
Elementary Education
Kindergarten
Bilingual endorsed
Special Education endorsed
Librarians

--------- . -- ----

ADDITIONAL BENEFITS
1.
2.

Full annual premium on hospitalization insurance.
Reimbursement on tuition, books, and fees for working toward a masters degree in a teaching field.

SCHOOL ENVIRONMENT
1.
2.
3.
4.

All schools fully air-conditioned .
Low teacher-pupil ratio.
Additional salary supplements given to elementary and secondary teachers coaching U.I.L. Academic competition .
Full-time aides given to primary teachers & aides given to intermediate teachers during time they teach reading & math.

For more information call collect at 943-1352 or write to:
Martin Pena, Jr., Superintendent
Point Isabel I.S.D.
P. 0. Drawer AH
Port Isabel, Texas 78578

....

- ...... .....

